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TAVERN GUIIED o 
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King Cal and Quon Ry 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20th 
0 CAMPAIGN NIGHT - FROM 9:30 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21st 
~~ @® ELECTION NIGHT - FROM 9:30 
<3 Voting by popular attendance 

@ SATURDAY, JANUARY 22nd 
a King Cal and Queen Randy 

SQUARE DANCE BALL - FROM 9:30 &) 
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23rd 

| = CORONATION NIGHT | & KING & QUEEN OF THE GOLDEN RIVET i WESTERN STYLE AT 7:00 PM. 
VOTING tose helo .,. SAC. , Fes. 35,1077 at nos hill mall 

5 1880 california st. (at Polk) 

. X Y, 2 2 5 2 ” 2 5, (; PRONATION to be held at The grrr OPEN GTN. | sro Gill 7 rs 

TH ra | rot in ol ST ll: | mal In) oI] I! © el = [ 
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NOB HILL MALL 

15S0 CALIFORNIA ST. 

11 4m. TUL 1pm. 
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For Trasaportation Call + 

§73-0133 
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HOUSE TALK 

Each week we receive a 
letter or two from a man 
in prison. From P.O. 
Boxes and villages one 
never heard of - isolated 
spots where "those who 
know best" deem peniten 
tiaries and correctional 
facilities belong. The 
letters share something in 
common. They are short, 
simple, and contain a 
laintive quality that is 
isarming. 
The tars request one 

or two things: someone to 
write to, someone OUT- 
SIDE to know, and the 
wish to receive Gay publi- 
cations and literature. 
Whenever we can, we pub- 
lish their letters without 
comment. Sheer econom=- 
ics prohibit us from send- 
ing free subscriptions of 
the B.A.R. 

We draw your attention 
to the needs of these Gay 
prisoners. We know 
nothing about them 
except their attempt to 
reach beyond their con- 
finement.” Even if they 
are involved in a forlorn 
strategy - or merely seek- 
ing to busy their ‘idle 
hands - whatever the 
motive, we feel their 
pleas deserve attention. 

To correspond with 
these young men might 
well be an appropriate 
Bioject (if not responsi- 
bility) of the older mem- 
ers of our Gay commu-| 

nity. Wisdom fanning the 
embers of faint ope 
could well round off lives. 
Lives gripped in the 
ragged claws of fate's 
more imponderable 
moments. We also believe 
in heritage and legacy. 
our case, it's called peder-|; 
asty ... in the original 
sense of the word. 

w If one thinks of a book 

  

  

    

  

    

     

      

    
    

    

Howie Klein's interview 
with the "new" Lance 
Loud is intriguing - in its 
ambiguity. Loud seems to 
be making a pitch for a- 
intelligence, a-sexuality. 
Or is he now manipulating 
the media tha once 
exploited him? Is he 
covering his tracks - 
consciously or uncon- 
sciously muddying the 
waters? Or is he some- 
what addled? We leave it 
to you. . : 

this issue we intro- 
duce Frank J. Howell who 
will regularly review 
books pertinent to the 
Say community. Frank is 
a librarian for the Hay- 
ward Public Library and 
has written reviews for 
VECTOR for some years. 
He has been active in both | 
{S.I.LR. and the Council on 
Religion and the Homo- 
|sexual. 

   
     

  

  

publisher as a manufac- 
[turer pushing a product, 
one can think of a review- 
er as a_consumer advo- 
cate. Books don't fall 
a art, but like anything 
‘else bought or sold, tne} 
can fail to satisfy. 
‘book reviewer isn't a 
general, or a god - he is a 
sentry of form and con- 
tent. One essential to the 
rotection of quality. We 
elieve Gay writers should 

|be supported. Good ones 
celebrated, and crap tag- 
ged for what it is. 

|_ For Valentine's Day, 
Paul-Francis Hartmann 
|assembles a composite of 
the San Francisco Gay 
|male. And like some 
avant-garde Photography 
lB Sere ane Controversial S.F. 

+ artist G. Mark Mulleian 
Hardly a happy face. was struck down by a car 

at 5th and ission 

  

G. MARK MULLEIAN 
STRUCK BY CAR! 

  

B.A.R. 
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- Streets. Late Tuesday 
The Bay Area Reporter's afternoon Mulleian was 

List of Subscribers returning to his Howard 
is confidential and not sold. | St. studio as he was struck 

1 the crosswalk at the 

Bay Area Reporter is pub- 3 Mint Building. internal | 
lished bi-weekly by Benro | jnjuries which required 
Enterprises, Inc. surgery and two broken 

legs, ‘one of the legs 
required surgery for 

  

Advertising rates upon re- 

quest. 

B.A.R. reserves the right to 

edit or reject any ad which 

publisher believes is in poor 

taste or which advertises 

illegal items on which might 

result in legal action against 

B.A.R. Ads will not be re- 

jected solely on the basis of 

politics, philosophy,  relig- 

ion, race, age or sexual pref- 

erence. 

A gay introduction service 

in San Francisco. Discreet. 

Private Interviews. 

Sensible fees. 

Relationship-oriented. 

Ages 21-55. 

Publication of photos, and/ 

or articles in this publica- 
tion does not necessarily 

mean that the subject is or 

is not gay oriented. 

The views of this newspaper 

are reflected only in the 

editorials that appear here- 

in. Opinions and views ex- 

pressed in columns, letters, 

and cartoons are those of 

the writers and artists and 

do not necessarily . represent 

the opinions of Bay Area 

Reporter. 

  

David the 

Matchmater   
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Well Known Gay Artist 
Run Down 

be 

photo by Efrem Ramirez 

severed muscle tissue. In 
addition, he also received 
a broken wrist and multi- 
ple cuts. 

From his hospital bed at 
S.F. General, he was able 
to weakly smile after five 
hours of surgery and reas- 
sure, "This won't stop my 
Raintingl’ Doctors pre- 
ict that he will have to 

remain in the hospital for 
at least four weeks and 
spend up to six months 
recuperating. 

  

that 
special 

Guy 

Call (415) 
771-0438 

MON.—FRI.: Noon—1:00 PM 
and 6:00-8:00 PM 

SATURDAY: 1:00-5:00 PM 

OR LEAVE MESSAGE 
WITH ANSWERING MACHINE 

  

Porno 
Ordinance 
Update 
by Mark Joplin 

With a "do pass" recom- 
mendation from the Plan- 

. ning, Housing and Urban 
Development Committee 
the controversial 
Feinstein Porno Ordinance 
(FPO) now proceeds to the 
next regular meeting of 
the S.F. Plan ing Com- 
mission. 

The FPO, authored by 
Supervisor _ Dianne 
Feinstein and introduced 
to the Board over two 
months ago, calls for the 
re-location or shutdown of 

"any adult bookstore or 
theater that is located 
within 1000 feet of any 
residential (Zone R) area, 
and establishes a new set 
of regulations for these 
"adult entertainment 
enterprises." A recent 
amendment to the FPO 
further states that adult 
bookstores and theaters 

“% that meet the 1000 feet 
rule must also be located 
more than 500 feet apart 
from each other. 

The Planning Commis- 
sion, chaired ¥. Gordon 
Lau, meets on Thursday, 
Feb. 10, at 4:30 PM in the 
main chambers of the 
Board of Supervisors, City 
Hall. Public participation 
is encouraged. 
  

Gay Demo Club 
The San Francisco Gay 

Democratic Club is the 
first to be affiliated with 
the CDC (California 
Democratic Council) and 
to be openly designated as 
a Gay political club. It 
was formed by Chris 
Perry, Hank Wilson, Paul 
Hardman, Larry Long, Jim 
Gordin i Dae 
Goldman - to name but a 
few. 

The club will attempt 
to bring Gay rights to the 
forefront “of = political 
campaigns and work to 
organize San Francisco's 
large Gay community. 
Emphasis ‘is on gaining 
public support for Gay 
rights from candidates 
before endorsing or sup- 
porting them. 

The club is building 
alliances and seeks unity 
with Gay and non-Gay 
community groups on a 
wide yaslety of issues 
which include supportive 
stands on feminist and 
progressive issues, the 
rights of workers, ethnic 
and racial minorities. 

Dues are a nominal 
$3.00 per year with a 
reduced rate of $1.00 for 
unemployed persons. 
neal ih will fold, its 

xt meeting on Tuesday, 
Feb. 15, :30 pm, 3 
330 Grove St. 11 inter- 
ested persons are invited 
to attend. At that meet- 
Ing, invited speakers are 
Kayo Hallinan, announced 
candidate for the 5th 
Supervisorial District 
(which includes the Castro 
area), and David Sanchez, 
otential candidate for 
he 6th (Mission) District. 
Also on the agenda will be 
the upcoming’ CDC Con- 
vention in March and dis- 
cussion of the Coalition to 
Support the Black 
Majority in South Africa. 
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ANN WELDON § | 

MASONIC ~~ AUDITORIUM | 

Sunday, March 15, 5:90 pm 

50 g00  KHOWNTOWN CENTER BOX OFFICE 
Emporium Capwell’s 

LEADING TICKET AGENCIES 

Tickets *5°°6 
Macy's 

and 
bl mm Soi 
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EDITORIAL 
  

The new police community relations head, Sgt. 
Henry Williams, wants the Gay community to know 
that the recent chan eover in the Vice Squad does 
not portend a crackdown on Gay life and Gay 
activities. But - and without question - a mop-up 1s 
underway on street prostitution (whatever the com- 
bination). The visible variety will vanish from 
doorwats: lobbies, street corners. Whether the 

Ss invisible ex for hire) will be touched remains to be 
seen. We caution those so occupied to exercise 

discretion. Anonymous calls to hotels might be 
more than a wild goose chase. Advertised masseurs 

are supposed to be licensed. 
e city is re-witnessing a political swing right 

and reactionary. Unable to check the epidemic of 
rape, Fobher): assault and murder, public officials 

a substitute a 
Square hookers to 
surrogate target. 

rder line. Visible "vice" (from Union 
rno bookstores) becomes the 

ether the politicians believe in 
the quickie bromides themselves is hard to tell. Yet 
juicy items like porno ordinances are a safe and easy 
way to mollify public outrage over violent crime. 
Righteousness is an old-time wind-up doll of every 
po itician's bag of tricks. Even lady liberals are 
susceptible when the wind blows rightly. 

crime - but the distastefu 
At issue - once again gaty - is not morals or 

i "sight" of sex on sale. 

  

Ass't D.A. 
Maligns Gay 
Community - 

Then 
Sweep it beneath the rug, and all the tangible uglies 
might go away. Truly a surd, dishonest, illogical. . . Apologizes 
Yet in the weird perversity of human affairs, the 
righteous have a point. 
ragmatic one. 

Not an ethical one, but a 
e scapegoat literally and figura- py A MINER On Friday, Jan. 21, S.F. 

reporter ; 2 one : 
ively carries the community's sins off into the Tarr Kramer, covering a 

wilderness. And those left behind feel cleansed and 
safer . . . and believing it so can make it so. 

Besides, it's a hell of a lot easier to take on a 

tawdry porno palace than N.B.C., Warner Brothers 
or the Pentagon. 

Public careers will be made and careers will 
topple in making the streets safe. So, too, an fio 
opportunity presents itself to retaliate, to settle old 

; to cripple competition. The career politi- 
cians {both in and out) will not miss the chance to 
scores 

steal a few bases. 
The S.F. Gay community has long since passed 

the stage of playing patsy for the opportunists. It 

meeting of "an angry 
merchants’ group" (some 
30 business people), 
Qioted remarks of Ass't 

.A. Douglas Munson, "We 
attract more junkies, mis- 

winos and homo- 
sexuals here than 
anywhere else in the 
world." 

Gay activists bombard- 
ed the D.A.'s office with 

remains to be seen if the situation calls for a phone calls and letters 

counter-offensive. The storm warnings are up, and some oan a 
at 

we should sharpen our eyes and ears, close ranks, retraction, others 

and let it be known we are no monkey on a string, Munson be dismissed. A 
We remind the ambitious politicians and officials of gas conference 
the old adage of letting sleeping dogs lie. One emonstration was held at 

hundred and fifty thousand mongrels, that is ... City Hall on Jan.27 to 
should they care to count the heads. protest. 
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RICK 

E, the Privy Council de San Francisco and the Council of Emperors 

of San Francisco do hereby jointly proclaim, publish and declare: 

On the 14th day of December in the year of our Lord, A.D., 1976, we did, in 

conference together, agree to the following statement of policy: 

WE SHALL NO LONGER RECOGNIZE ANY AND ALL TITLES IN THE x 

REALM OF SAN FRANCISCO WHICH ARE NOT HELD IN PUBLIC TRUST 

AND/OR UNDER THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF A BONA FIDE, TAX } 

EXEMPT ORGANIZATION AND/OR ANY TITLE USED FOR PRIVATE GAIN 

AND/OR THAT IS NOT OPEN TO FREE AND PUBLIC VOTING. 

This Proclamation to take effect Sunday, the 6th day of February, A.D., 1977. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands and seals of office. 
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Dowager Empress VIII Maxine 

Chairperson 1976 

Privy Council de San Francisco 

Chairman 

WITNESS: 

Emperor One Marcus 

Council of Emperors of San Francisco 

  

Bob Shore, Secretary-Treasurer 

Council of Emperors of San Francisco 

| 
| 
| 

| 
    J. Paul Dykstra, Secretary 

Privy Council de San Francisco 
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Text of Ass’t D.A. Munson’s 
Apology 

Dear Mr. Freitas: 

I wish to express my apologies. to the Gay 
community and to all San Franciscans if a statement 
attributed to me created the impression that homo- 
sexuals are responsible for the City's murders or 
other crime problems. On the contrary, I believe 
that the overwhelming majortiy of Gay persons in 
San Francisco are responsible, law-abiding citizens 
who find violence and crime intolerable. 

The statements attributed to me, arising out 
of a community meeting conducted by the S.F. 
Industry and Merchants Ass'n (reported in the 
Jan. 21, 1977, EXAMINER) were made amid a 
heated discussion on the causes and solutions of 
crime. In my response, after discussing the progress 
being made by the D.A.'s Office in prosecuting 
violent crime, 1 went on to discuss my specialty, the 
prosecution of homicides. In so doing, Eo atod out 
that San Francisco had become a magnet for man 
unstable persons with whose conduct the crimina 
justice system must deal. I unintentionally and 
appropriately included homosexuals- as a class 
within the category of other itinerants and drifters 
from whom much of our street crime devolves. It 
was neither my intention to include Gay persons in 
such a category nor my belief that they are to be 
blamed for crime in S.F. Because I have recently 
rosecuted a considerable number of murderers of 
ays, my concern was directed toward the violent 

street hustler who increasingly has preyed upon the 
innocent Gay community. 

San Francisco has a large Gay community of 
responsible, peaceful, LS rs citizens. I have 
never meant to suggest that homosexuals should be a 
Scapegoat for S.F.'s crime problems. 

deeply regret that anything I have said could 
be so interpreted. I hope that you will convey this 
apology to the appropriate parties. 

Sincerely. 

Douglas C. Munson 
Ass't District Attorney 

B.A.R. READERS. 

DO YOU HATE TO BUY A CA RH Py | 
For personalized treatment and best prices, see 

YR SII] E 
S & C MOTORS 

2001 Market at Dolores, San Fer 

PHONE 861-6000 
For Your Special Discount. 

New & Used CARS, VANS, TRUCKS 
Leasing any Brand 

Largest Stock in Bay Area 

Financing Up to 60 Months 

See the Beautiful New T-Bird 

Ask for WALLY STEIL personally 

  

   

  

It’s time for the Trad- 

ing Post’s annual clear- 

ance. We've taken hun- 

dreds of items from 

our regular stock, 

slashed the prices, and 

moved them all to the 

back of our huge Fol- 

som Street store. Now 

we're waiting for you 

to come down and 

take advantage of this 

once-a-year opportuni- 

ty. But hurry! Quanti- 

ties are limited and the 

sale ends February 

28th. We accept 

Mastercharge, Bank- 

americard, and Ameri- 

can Express. Sorry, no 

alterations or exchan- 

ges at these prices. 

MEN’S CASUAL PANTS 

Originally $18 to $28 now 

$13.99 to $14.99 

LEATHER JACKETS 

Originally $99.95 to $189.95 

now $79.95 to $129.95 

LEATHER VESTS 

A great selection! Values to 

$60 now %2 off 

JEWELRY & GIFT DEPT. 

Close-out savings of up to 75% 

off on head supplies, greeting 

cards, and picture frames. 

Fantastic selection! 

LEVI STRAUSS SHIRTS 

For the first time ever, you're 

getting a bargain on our great 

selection of solid and pattern- 

ed western and contemporary 

styled shirts. Values to $20 

now $9.99 

LEVI CORD JACKETS 

Originally $18 now $12.99 

JOCKEY UNDERWEAR 

America’s most popular next 

to your skin, all at 10% off 

savings. 

JOCKEY ELANCE 
SWEATERS 

Wools and blends, all $14 to 

$26 now $6.99 to $13.99 

We're versatile. 

Whats going on inthe rear? 

TheTrading Posts 1977 Sale! 

For Adults Only: 

Our complete stock of 8mm 

adult films, all $19.98 are 

now $5.98 and $14.98 

The City’s biggest and best 

roundup of gay mags, now 

chopped to half price on over 

three hundred titles. 

Straight magazines: a super 

closeout originally $6 to $10 

now $1 each or 6 for $5 

Pocket book closeout, straight 

and gay. Over 1000 titles 

now $1 each or 6 for $5 

Rubber goods and novelties 

all half the original price 

A terrific steal! On our in- 

credible stim vibe, a 9” 

vibrator $9.95 everywhere 

else, at the Trading Post 

only $3.99 

TRADING POST ENTERPRISES 
960 FOLSOM ST. SAN FRANCISCO 777-4643 

Open seven days a week, nine til ten! 
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  In conjunction with from taking money from work. Miller has worked 

attorneys from the Pride persons or Bo ores in for the FCL, a Quaker replace L.A. Assembly- 
A new chairman will 

Gay Freedom Foundafion, the Commit- the name of the Gay lobbying organization, in man Alan Sieroty who quit 

tee intends to set itself up Freedom Day Committee. San Francisco and for the the ost last month. 

Day Committee as a non-profit corpora- Striving for financial past year in Sacramento en explaining that 
tion, so that all contribu- security, a proposal i t to their people did not understand 

Was pS Aan ol of the commit- 
tions of time or money by also made at t legislative advocate. > 

To Incorporate d Thay GEDC meeting hE a e will now be spending tee, Maddy said to the 
Gay women and men may 

Big things are planned be tax-deductible. Aside persons serving on 
for the 1977 Gay Fane from the tax deductions, 
Day Committee (GFDC) the incorporation will also bonded. 

as th "hi revent 
as they gear up to go "big F§i viduals and groups Hilder and Charles 
  

     

       

      

      

  

tees. Jodi Safier and 

   

  

C RD 

  

5 SN 
C HICAG 

treasurer.     two sub-committees - 

    

A9 0 CAPp th C1 BEvye Sy on 17¢h ST.4¢S 

EN Mission ANDVAN Ne     
Mark Joplin heads up pected to be the next 

the about 25% of his time media, "Our committee 

inance sub-committee be working on civil rights has always tempered 
issues which will include public opinion, by not 

unscrupulous GFDC co-chairs Carol the rights of women and orcing ings onto the 

Lee Gays. He will be working floor, where oftentimes 
have also made appoint- under the direction o politicians will have to 
ments to several commit- Laura Magnani, FCL's vote what they think are 

Bill Legislative Advocate. the sentiments in their 
Beardemphl plore been =——— district. 
selected as this year's co- 
chairs for Re Parade New Jersey 
Committee, with Safier 5 
also serving as GFDC Next: 

The trouble with that 
evaluation is the cause of 
concern to the San 
Francisco-based lobby for 
Gay rights, the CCER. 

he Fresno area has 
been the center of the so- 

The Garden State is ex- 

the state to decriminalize 
Route & Site Committee i oat aclLivitics ed Verrtsiian Crazies” 

and the Publicity Com- Private sexua 
etween consenting and the source for the 

A 

wl \}] 2 mittee, which ‘he co- adults. The New Jersey how qefunce Family Lovw 

\ Qu | | Our chairs with Roland House has already passed an thes Nisley unda- 

a eT Schembari, long-time a 185-page reform of that mentalist anti-Gay move- 
RE member of KPFA radio's state's criminal code ments. The Fresno area 

"Fruit Punch" collective. which includes sex law has been the locale of 
Greater public partici- repeal. The state Senate much of the support for 

pation in this year's com- oh 
mittees is encouraged. soon and Gov. 

ill vote on the package Poth the initiative against 
facrags the consentual sex laws 

Meetings are held every B h mised to and the Referendum to 

S 3 OCK Frida 2 8 PM in the od Soe lit By Eee if put the sex laws on the 

Gay Center at 330 Grove. the Senate approves allot. It is that Fresno 
The parade route and 

8S = M East and South 
contacts. 

wm | 

Gay Chosen 
as Lobbyist 

VERY SPECIAL DRAWINGS / BUTTONS 

35¢ Acme Beer 

Stockyard Champagne Brunch 

      
  

  

  

COLD 

Oysters on the Half Shell 2.95 

Prawn Cocktail 2.95 

King Crab Legs 2.95 

HOT 

Escargots de Bourguinonne 2.95 

Prawns en Coquille 2.95 

Oysters Rockefeller 3.25 
Reflecting Distinctive Dining   

  

DINNER 
    

(Includes Soup du Jour and choice of Butter Lettuce or fresh Spinach Salad 
with House Dressing.) 

A A in 

SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSE 

MEDALLIONS OF VEAL, NORMANDE 6.95 391 BROADWAY 

Choice Eastern Veal sauteed with Calvados and Cream (AT MONTGOMERY) 

BABY BEEF LIVER 4.50 982-0751 

Briskly fried in Sizzling Butter — Served with Bacon and Onions 

CHICKEN VINAIGRETTE 4.75 

One Half a partially boned Chicken, marinated, quickly browned Courtesy Valet Parking 

then steamed in Wine, Onions, and Garlic. 

FILET OF BEEF EN CROUTE 9.50 

Choice Filet covered with Duxelles and Paté, wrapped in Puff Pastry and baked until golden. 

VEAL SCALLOPINI, PICCATA 6.95 

Sauteed with Lemon, Butter, Mushrooms and Capers 

CASOULET OF PERIGORD 5.25 

The classic French dish of Beans, Pork, Goose, and Sausage. 

SADDLE OF LAMB, SOUVAROFF 8.50 

Filet of Lamb with Truffles and Paté wrapped in Pastry and roasted to perfection 

STEAK AU POIVRE 8.95 

New York Steak coated with freshly cracked Black Pepper, grilled and sauced 

with Shalots, Cognac and Butter.   SIDE ORDERS   Sauteed Mushrooms 1.25 Baked or Shoestring Potatoes .50 

Coffee, Tea, Sanka, or Milk .35 

Legislation to do lobbying of S.F. 

ey 

Delicate Baby Lobster Tails baked in Butter, Wine and Herbs — Served in their Shells 

fair constituency which elects 

  

site will be set at the next ~~ Gay Community News Maddy, and though he may 
meeting on Lo 4, and well e bers); jis om 

. chairpersons for the other not be able to withstan 
Penis! ln will be Fresno GOP the homspiiobie pressure 
selected at that time. rict, according | of his dis 

For public convenience, to Head to the CCER. i 
n the GFDC will be setting a ' Knowing the position of 

9 up offices at 330 Grove Criminal Justice the conservative 
and establishing North, California Peace Officers 

Ass'n lobbyist Rod Blonien 
to be anything but in the 
interest of the Gay com- 
munity, CCER observers 

The California Commit- are disturbed when that 
tee for Equal Rights lobbyist concludes that 
expressed concern that a With the new appointment 
Fresno Republican, the committee is "a hell 

Bay Committee 
by Paul Hardman 

Gary Miller, former Kenneth Maddy, could be of a lot better than it 
President of the Alice B. appointed to head the Was. We've got better 

$2.95 Hox i Democratic Club Assembly " Criminal odds." 
: as been approve the Justice ommittee b 

Saturdays and Sundays from Noon til 4 PM Friends ibe on Speaker Leo T. McCarthy wh 

  

  

FROM THE SEA &) 

THE CATCH OF THE DAY 

Delivered fresh daily according to availability 
Please ask your waiter what we are featuring tonight 

FROG LEGS SAUTE 5.95 

Dredged in Seasoned Flour and sauteed in Butter, Wine and Herbs 

FRIED OYSTERS 4.95 

Jumbo Oysters lightly breaded and pan fried until golden 

ALASKAN KING CRAB LEGS 7.95 

Cracked Crab Legs, broiled and served in the Shell with Lemon and Drawn Butter 

SCAMPI 8.50 

SHRIMP PESTO 6.95 

Jumbo Prawns sauteed in Garlic Butter and Herbs — Served with Pasta al Pesto. 

  

FROM THE CHARCOAL BROILER 

CHICKEN DIABLE 4.50 

One half a partially boned Chicken, broiled and served with Sauce Diable. 

LAMB CHOPS 6.95 

Loin Lamb Chops broiled to your order and served with Sauce Paloise 

T-BONE STEAK 7.95 

Choice 12 Oz. T-Bone Steak broiled to your order 

PORK CHOPS 5.95 

Thick Cut Loin Chops slowly broiled over coals — Served with Apple Sauce. 

NEW YORK STEAK 8.95 

Extra Thick Cut, broiled to your specifications 

STEAK SANDWICH 6.50 

Petite New York Steak on Toast Points— Served with Shoestring Potatoes 

TOURNEDOS MAITRE D')HOTEL 9.50 

Filet Mignon wrapped in Bacon, broiled and served with Butter Maitre d'Hotel. 

‘DESSERTS   Pear Ripiene 1.00 Omelette au Confiture 1.95 
Chocolate Mousse 1.00 Homemade Ice Cream .75 

Minimum Service $2 00 Sales Tax will be added to all food and beverage items served 
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We'll sell vou the 
great body 
vou already own. 

EVER NOTICE HOW the world belongs to the : | 

physically fit man? They have respect, popularity, 

success, admiration. And let's face it, the outward sign 

of the physically fit is a great-looking body. You want in? 

Read on. 

FACT IS, almost every man has a lean, muscular 
body just waiting to be uncovered. So why aren't we 
all walking around with one? Because conventional 
physical development methods take too much time and 
work. Right? Of course. Who wants to be saddled with 
hours and hours of arduous weight training every other 

day? There must be—there is—a better way. 

NAUTILUS, THE ALTERNATIVE. Our unique 

Nautilus equipment can cut the equivalent of three | 

hours of barbells down to 25 short minutes. And less 

time is less work. Ahhh, the miracles of progress. 

ACTUALLY, NAUTILUS equipment is nothing new. 

It's backed by a quarter century of R&D, proven in use | 

by hundreds of pro and college athletic teams. N 

INTERESTED? SURE YOU ARE. Just call us now 

for a complimentary guided session. There's a whole 

new world waiting to belong to the new you. 

he 928-3205 

1230 Sutter Street 
San Francisco 

a NAUTILUS / fitness center 

 



   
       
    

    
   

   
   

   
   

    

     

     
    

     

   

    
    
     

   
   

  

     

   

    
   

    

    

    

     

  

     

  

   
    

     

    

   

   

  

   

    

    

  

Before the ink was dry caught. his demeaning remarks. h 4 ° : ° was interviewed by me in support him as he must be a basis in law to 

EK But look at the letter of While the city goes a B.A.R. story. At that Sp ts to walk the fine stop citizens. It can't be 

Milk oruimn Do gh Wa es Jom, apology. Munson states: through a crime wave, we Behind the Headline time (and twice since), he line between preserving a rr of a person on a 
= res— ; — Phe statements attrib- have a public official (we ———————————————=—=========—============== said he would not toleratg civil liberties and crack- bench in the afternoon       
    

      
ming the Gay community 

  

  

jive uted to me . . . were made pa for his upkeep) officers harassing citizens ing down on crime. He sun. Citizens have a right 

The Damage Has Been Done De Bre ngeTvative id a heated discussion Making wild Telnarks on the street. He said he| then commented on the to sit in public. Such a 

: He later apologized. on the causes gd, solu: about 3 img Bh A wanted to personally know loitering. Shay e male person ould be left - 

— Again But the damage was done tions of crime. Under cause o 7 Ce of any such incidents if by one of the officers by alone. I can't see any 
d t e undone "heated discussion"! Isn't And the D.A. backs him |they ‘occurred ... "My|saying, There is no|reason why these people 

Be ame Even with that when a Ssop Sone UP ve some Gays dort bu G M. ha i doce is open i) al. Just Liteing lov, There is shoud , have been ques- 
- ' _|times lets out his true an aybe nde make an appointment. no suc as loiter-|tioned. 

by Harvey Milk iy y sansteniy ohal, ime feelings? Isn't that thirk’ the remarks were y George e n I have Pom had anyling,’ you A There! The Chief concluded, "I 
      

       

of the public record![the’ method that many too bad. Maybe some difficulty seeing the 
ire 

  

  

  

  

    

OFFICE PHONE: 626-8119 

556 CASTRO STREET HOME PHONE: 626-7010 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114 

continues, "Think about 
that the next time you 
hear us called something 
else." 

- Gay Community News a 

tgp; GROOMING : 
By GEORGE JOHNSON ¥ 

‘a 
a) MEL YOUNG 

Valentine’s Day 

Feb. 14th Johnny Sant 
AT THE PIANO % 

Show at 9 PM Wed. thru Sun. - 
NO COVER — NO MINIMUM 

i i i svchologists use with Gays accept the apology. Those readers who vealed his full chest and 'Chief, so I went ctl 

in S aE preven: "LAS people, especially married To these a RL jometimes walk by Flagg slim waist) were body- to the Hall of Justice. He - 
i n San ; ; i that their deep trying to under rothers oe store at searched. olice check could not see me immedi- 

"Last week they blamed the ye on the adi Police che 4 Davis, oF En thoughts 2 wend be like to be 15 Turk and Market must was done or a walkie- ately, but that evening he IS your head 
Francisco on the prostitutes. This week on 5. AR is man counterparts and gu ie To Su eS "Yorin oh Ame oust Was Jone oR, A 3. Blogs but Liat evi 

bookstores. Who's next. . .?" - Harvey Milk, B.A.R., ihroughout America, from|out in the opon: re OW. 30 | That eis Seating doje mat 2 jsapleasant talkie “fo detertiing it eslli] me 8t Rome. 

1/19/77 uotin the Ass't D.A./that the language © Als C ql g sight a at intersection. ey had a record. ey ntly 

rom the "Gay Capital of lawyers, Hie 2 unson, js those lines over 2rd ver A few atirachivs young were then told to Move to as Flagg toler - 

. ; the World." The way usually guarded, especial- and over again. fo those men are a at corner on. incident and my claim 

junkies, misfits, winos and i i ly during court cases or in in our community who apparently waiting for I approached the two that evidently policy at ’ 

HOO pik Siete 3 in the world. Sole. We. Diy a for the public with bowed heads accept fore or Tit is rumored) a victiny of this police the Hall of BF is not ...a flight above the crowd 

You have a serious crime Jyonlem here." - Ass't uoting Attorney-General record. Under "heated" the apology: nSuggest ,a sexual encounter. There harassment as they gelling down to the 

D.A. Douglas Munson, 1/20/77 omer slams, all too talk the guard was re-watching of S. is nothing outrageous or walked away. One was officer on the beat. : 

sin soon we will hear some dropped. Munson, and any other offensive going on at most cooperative when I People have a consti- 

uptight police chief or Munson goes on: "I person, must be chal- Flagg Brothers. It is a told him I wrote for the tutional right to sit on a 

"It is important to state for the public record." clected official in Middle Hea ; and lenged whenever they serene and subtle scene. Gay press and was con- bench,” he was quick to 

- D.A. Joe Freitas, 1/28/77 America saying "Why inappropriately included make any public state- However, the owners of cerned that his rights as a respond ... itizens 

hg ; even in S.F. - the Gay homosexuals ‘as a class ment m igning the Gay the shoe store and other citizen may have just should not be questioned 

capital of the world - within the category of community. There is local merchants do not been violated. He said unless their conduct is 
fo own = Asst  D.A. other itinerants 20d enough hiiirad jowanls hs Jee it Sant ws , and the this had been fle Journ Such that it looks like 

: i i drifters from whom much without the Munsons. e ave continu ressured time in one wee at he they are committing a 

NNN NNN NNN NNN NX hep Hes tha omen 5 or street crime Munsons only add fuel to the Police to Nr down" had been questioned by crime or it looks like Frey 

crime Lo And no one devolves." Those are his the fire. : “on § ose who stand and sit officers and told to "Move are going 32 ohm a 

So) im." itt ords. Words If it is wrong to slam in the area. . on." crime or violate the law. 
(CEINCUN challenged im, 1 Foul bio ne released. Not other Bh Al it must Lataly) that corner has The officers had not If they don't meet that 

coming out in Tulsa, words made in the "heat" be made clear that it is been "cleaned up" accord- departed and they criteria, they, should be I 

BOB CRAME, Oklahoma, and read in thelof a talk. Does Douglas just as wrong to slam the ing to Police Chief approached me. "Are you left alone. e then took 3 

OR i RP RE local aper a quote|Munson really regard us as Gay community. It is a Charles Gain during a a friend of theirs?" I was the name and hone o 

MPE S. Np, similar Pap that by the"itinerants"? crime to yell "Fire" in a recent rap session in his asked. I answered that Ilnumber of one of the 4 

© § Tulsa Chief of Police.| His apology is an added crowded theater. It is a office (reported in the was reporting for a Gay young men and said he @ 

Munson's deed and all thelinsult "to the original "crime" to use the Gay last issue of B.A.R.). This jewspeper and that what|/would call him over the PS) 

} rottenness that will live statements. community as scapegoats. reporter has noticed few- they had just done was an|weekend to explain this P 

off of it has been done. The Munsons must go. er peopié on the corner evident violation of poticy to him. He. also = 

x A b YELLING “FIRE” That is the only Eo and, when going by the department policy. The took the names and on S 15x16" 3 

THE THIRD § AND HE'S SORRY IS A CRIME offset the damage already other day, saw a police sergeant ssplained that|addresses of the officers TRICK TOWEL pe 0) 

AL , d But our insensitive car pull up to the curb. the men on the bench had|and said, "I will look into TESTED AND APPROVED ® 

ANNY } He writes a letter of, If Munson had used the DA obviously does not Two_officers jumped out been "loitering" as they|this.” It is my experience STR = 

p apolo One that never|word "Blacks," he would understand = and began to question two had been "sitting there for with Gain that he always 69-Cents at the Clip Join 

finds Be way into the|have been fired on the B : men who were seated ona 1% hours and were not follows 3 when he says Mail Order $1.00 

PR Ey ! major media. And that is|spot. Secretary of Com-| concrete slab provided for waiting for a bus." Wejthat he will. (Postage and Taxes Included) 

su } osed to make every- merce Earl utz was Gay Awareness that purpose. parted. ; Before he concluded, 

Fi all right. Just get ousted for telling a racist The young men (one Shortly after Police the Chief praised the Gay 18th at Castro/ 626-4101 

. ? up at gny pub meeting, joes Munson was not Campaign wore a T-shirt that re- Chief Gain took office he reporters who continue to 

BR } say anythin ou wish, joking. DNC BING ONG SONG SENG SENG SENG CEN cEING CENg SENG CNG CONG SENG CNG cing CoN 

apologize it ond go onl D.%. Freitas shows a ] EEE EAE RBG TENE } ) ) RX £7 

} to the next meeting. Just complete lack of sensitiv- Washington, D.C. - The re oe 

be a little more careful|ity towards the Gay com- Washington, D.C., Gay 2 : 

the next time you slam a|munity by lowing Activists Alliance is FA 

} minority. on't get [Munson to get away with planning a "Gay awareness ‘a J ® 

y . campaign" which will Xo 
4 | feature posters to be y » 

4 gl placed on Metrobuses, i 2 

: lj trash cans, and other 7 

Honoring Outstanding Achievement 3 i locations Hoos hout dhe 2 i 

in Our Community Bob lacini b posts: » ihe 3 group oF 
X 

o 3 a) 

ACCOUNTING & TAX CONSULTANT fijf variety of clothing styles. 2 x 

S d E b 6th NOTARY PUBLIC The headline ° reads, omeone in your life is a : ‘ . e ; 

unaay, reoruary Le aE s San Francisco's Comic Valentine 
4 
p 
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7:30 PM 
at the NEW 
COMMUNITY 

CENTER 
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330 GROVE STREET AND DALE LENINGTON % Ri ¢ 

il : Fri. thru Sun.  & 
woneeose.mvs 1 DLA BOARDING : itu son § 

CAREFUL PROFESSIONAL ATTENTION & 
GIVEN EACH DOG OR CAT 4 OIF ed, 

-6610 7 : 
eh PET ¥ Easiest Parking in Town! 118 Jon es wu 
AT 14th ST. SU PPLI ES : FREE! ... AT CORNER LOTS (TURK & JONES) 771- 7575 Xx 

S.F. CONVENIENT VALET PARKING 

PICK UP AND DELIVERY 

  

2 
A 
S
A
A
D
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A
 

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO 

OUR NEW COMMUNITY CENTER 

  

Doors Open at 6:30 P.M. 
NO HOST COCKTAILS 

Donation $2.00 Advance / Door $2.50 
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appreciate calls like with Gain, the 
these. How else am I gpoke before the wealthy 
going to find out what in Commonwealth Club. 

e hell is going on? This Reporter Jack Lynch of 
is the way I can keep a 

check and balance on 
. things. There can, at 

times, be a variance be- 
tween practice and policy. 
This is the way I can take 
action. I like this kind of 

the S.F. CHRONICLE re- 
ported, "In addition to the 
increased arrests, ain 
said police made '1,700 
contacts’ with persons 

suspicious exhibiting 
behavior . . . Gain called 
these contacts ‘lawful, 
aggressive police work' to 
identify potential law- 

feedback.” 
x * * 

Two days after our talk 

Entertainment 

Every Night 

...AND TWICE ON SUNDAY! 

441.7798 

Is your hair thinning... 

| making you look older 
than you are? 

  

Let us show you the 
permanent answer 
to fine, thinning hair. 

Chief 1 eakers 

  
   

  

before they can 
act." (In a discussion with 
Lynch, he could not 
remember if the Chief 
himself used the word 
"suspicious" but he said 
"that is what he was talk- 
ing about." 

* Xx * 6-3 Decision 

The issue here was not [ower Court Ruling 

male prostitution or even Yop 

the Ga community. In its first decision 
What is of concern is the|sympathetic to Ga 

enthusiasm of officers to|people since last Marchs 

"fight crime" which some-|sanctioning of state sod- 
times results in the omy laws, the 

harassment of 
There is a frequent com-|lower court ruling that 
ment from the Chief and|upheld the firing of a Ga 
other city officials that|civil servant. n Jan. 10, 

*merchants and _hotel|the Supreme Court sent 
owners are complaining.” the case of Seattle clerk- 
It is "bad for business" to|typist John Singer back to 
have "undesirables" hang- 1 Ninth Circuit Court of 
ing around. other 

  

Appeals for "reconsidera- 

words, "property rights tion” in the light of the 
come before individual U.S. Government's current 
rights." That is a line of position on the subject. 
thinking that must belThat position was set 
watched closely. ‘forth by Solicitor General 

We agree with the|Robert™ H. Bork in a 

President of the Police/memorandum to the 
Commission, Richard Court. Bork noted that, 

Siggins, who recently said, subsequent to Singer's dis- 
"We are completely satis- missal from his job in the 
fied with the choice of Equal Opportunity Com 
Chief Gain. I think we mission's Seattle office, 
made a good choice." the U.S. Civil Service 

Gain 1s a fine man. He Commission had changed 
is sincere and honest. We its policies regarding 
also know that he is under Gays. Discrimination on 
great pressure to "crack |the basis of sexual prefer- 

own on crime" and that ence is now contrary to 
he is dealing with some |Civil Service regulations. 
officers who do not share’ Although the Court did 
his zeal for civil liberties. not overturn the lower 

So this is a plea to you - court's decision, it did 
the reader - to directly/declare errors in the 
report incidents to the decision and make way for 
Chief that you believe a new decision. The 
violate citizens' rights. Supreme Court's judgment 
Get the officers’ badge in the case was made by a 
numbers and the names of 6-3 vote with Justices 
the parties involved. Rehnquist, Burger and 
Write or telephone the White dissenting. 
Chief about such inci- Bruce Voeller, co-chair- 
dents. It is the only way person 
he can know if his officers Gay Task Force, 
are being oppressive. the decision a 

exciting and important 
by George Mendenhall victory." The Court judg- 

ment does two important 
things, according to 
Voeller. "It proves for 
one thing that the High 

position on Gay employ- 
ment." 

The case, "Singer v US 
Civil Service Commission, 

   
No. 75-1459," was 

appgaled by the American 
ivil Liberties Union. 

    

  

   

        

  

   

    

    

   

    

Singer's firing was partial- 
ly due to his identification 

   Gay rights advocate and a 
federal employee. 

  

led up to Singer's firing in 
1972, the ivil Service 
Commission charged 
Singer with flaunting his 
homosexuality by kissing 
men in public; stating his 
name and occupation to a 

  

       

   

          

th. 

LOYD’S LOCKS -1233 Castro 

Gowers’ Special for Valentines Day 2 for 1 
February 13h - by Appointment Only CastroCamera 

575 Castro Street, Telephone 864 1390 

Monday, 
    

  

826-0222 

Na mh ' 
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Vacates 

citizens. Supreme Court vacated a'g 

Court 1s not 
against us no matter| 
what. And it Stops a very 
serious threat of inroads 
into the Civil Service 
Commission's supportive 

in the media as both ay 

In its investigation that C 

209% Discount on Fim Paper& Chemicals 

Harvey Milk &Scott Smiths 

Supreme Court Backs Fired 

Civil Service Worker 
S.F. newspaper and giving 
his views on closet 
queens"; indicating "by his 
clothing and manner" that 
he intended to continue 
homosexual activity as a 
way of life; and filing a 
legal challenge to the 
Fovasal of the county to 
rant him and his lover a 

marriage license In an 
incident that was widely 
reported in the newspaper 
and on television. 

The Civil Service Com- 
mission at the same time 
accused Singer of "im 
moral and notoriously dis- 
raceful conduct" under 
ection 731.201 of the 

Commission's rules and 
regulations. 

owever, in July of 
1975, the Civil Service 
Commission issued new 
criteria which stated that 
Gayness should not, be a 
disqualifying factor in it- 
Self to be fired from Civil 
Service employment. 
However, the Civil 
Service Commission did 
rule that "criminal, dis- 
honest, infamous, or 
notoriously disgraceful 
conduct" was grounds for 
dismissal. - 

In rejectin 
appeal, the U.S. Court of 
Appeals accepted the 
Commission's arguments 
that "Singer's repeated 
flaunting and advocacy of 
a controversial life-style, 
together with the pub- 
licity in which he was 
identified as an employee 
of the EEOC, would lead 
to 'possible embarrass- 

Singer's 

of the National ment to and loss of public 
called| confidence' in the agency 
"very|and the CSC." 

Singer worked for the 
EEOC for a period of 
eight months. The fact 
that he worked for a 
period of less than one 
year when he was investi- 

utterly|gated is believed to have 
made him more vulnerable 

to firing than had he 
worked at a civil service 
job for more than one 
year. 
. When the Carter admin- 
istration takes power, it is 
not expected to change 
the government's position 
on the civil service policy. 
Bork's designated succes- 
sor as Solicitor General, 
Wade Hampton McCree, 
Jr., a black judge who has 
een a member of the 

United States Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth 

ircuit, has an unim- 
peachable record on civil 
rights. He is "a certified 
liberal," wrote the NEW 
YORK TIMES. 

- Gay Community News 
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* Dancing -.° 

. Conversation " 
   

          

A TTL ALI A 

* Deep comfort 
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You'll find us at... 

1550 california street at polk 
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the Governor's pledge to 
veto, the backers of 

legislation fails. ; 
am not attempting to 

  

new officers Feb. 14 at 
3300Grove. St. +... a 

Moscone, in the Progress 
shows her to be a real 

  

Award to 
after several 
involving property damage many years, 

incidents in Washington politics for 
has been eye P 

Politics & eople ea a are 1gcem, jrigiYiew with the and attempts to dis- unanimously glected 28 

; A A A Ae alre . ayor's ear oOo ss : Black Interim President of the 
initiative campaign if mother, Mr Lee Heakin Brigade Ee Tha Rl % fe Gash Tes Washington 

force buying memberships Chapter of Americans for 
Action. 

: : never reall ot off the Democratic 

discuss the pros and cons classy lady; she wished M. T. Dijon Kasino, ground anu? this past Kuntzler will serve until 
Ohm dei penlly her her Son would Fetum $0 gosident of ~ the Gastr ecember. | the fesuiarly scheduled 

° is law practice; she feels Village Ass'n, presente most all Gay lounges elections in Ma . 

. by Wayne Friday that Governor Brown has the job has taken its toll $100° to he | Rooheed is Lovisiana ~ chang ADA has a long-time 
possibly - yes, probably - on ‘the Mayor ... the Heakin Memorial Butter- those in Baton Rouge, record of lobb for 

that the put himself into a fatal drive to repeal Prop. T fly Brigade which patrols Shreveport, New Orleans liberal causes, the 

One of the most inter- tioned his political wis- penalty, ruling 

esting developments out dom. Largely because way it was written by the 

of Sacramento was Gover- California voters ap- Legislature in 1973 failed 

nor Brown's surprise proved a death penalty to conform to a subse- 

political corner on this 
issue. It might have been 
avoided. There is wide- 
spread feeling in both 

gaining momentum - and 
ots of money - I can 
understand why the CofC 
wants to repeal the new 

the blocks surrounding 
18th and Castro. The 
Board of Directors of the 
Castro merchants’ group 

and Lafayette - are open Washington chapter is 
to the public and do not known for its strong stand 
require memberships. on Gay rights. 
Most of them do not dis- 

  

  

Kuntzler is a founder of 

announcement _duri his initiative by a lopsided 2- quent U.S. Supreme Court 
é ] : : 

a 5 € : parties that a man as law, but I am puzzled at felt this was the least courage Black patrons. Washington's Gertrude 

State of dos rie i Bargin Al 1972 {hen fuling, 1 astute as Younger will why so many Gays who they could do for the 2 P Stein emocratic Club 

24 ass ay os he ow as op: 17), The aces a fight, prob ram this one hot issue think of themselves as many young men who are and is a member of the 

jawina 3. pt he woud [awn oF oA pec 0 bly from State Attorney down Brown's throat and "liberals" and "progres- protec ng the Castro Ga Man Heads Board of Directors of the 

and veto any bill re-estab- Bey ih 1973) and General Evelle Younger, make the young Brown the sives’ are working to kill area rom potential y Ga Rights National 
2nd vaio a Y ov hpi ey :) 3 a ne cleciion, lon gen first one-term Governor District Elections. It's violence. The money will Lobby. e recently ran 

Fibs and ed ike ire Bs one meet- been a foe of capital pun- Califone hago Ba a Sarious dese fuat these help’ urchase addi ional A.D.A. unsiuscesstull the 

! alike, 1 20t~ A 31 "his © ong while. e elector- ys, who will never see a crystals or more osition of delegate to the 

nr a eymng Jutta} Ig Se Jest Sostity jehment) at il, has > ate in this state are a Gay Supervisor in City radios. President Kasino, Washington, D.C. - Paul Democratic’ National Con- 

Brown for his political ~ Capital punishment re- remained relatively silent strange lot. They elect a Hall under the old better known to many as Kuntzler, an openly Gay vention. : 
Boast In taming a oor sre Punt issue on the issue since rising to oung, liberal Governor, method, seem intent on Grandma" of Grandma's man who has been active - Gay Community News 

tion highly unpopular with when the State Supreme prominence. The question hen two years later killing Prop. T before it Helpers, said, "We hope 

voters. Yet ‘even his Court tossed Prelut many lawmakers had been reject Tunney in fayor 3 has had a chance Gor this might Stimulate other 
. > 5 L Joi : ] ; ayakawa. velle surprising number of Gays groups surroundin e 

closest advisors ques- Californias ultimate asking since the court Toroger has, for the povlihy A at yaa fob ed a te 
                       

  

     

       
       
    
       
       

ruling was whether Brown 
han accede to his 
philosophy and veto a 
capital punishment bill or 
fol his political 
instincts and allow such a 
measure to become law. 
Even the most ardent foes 
of capital punishment 
agree that, put to an elec- 
tion, the voters would 
again approve the death 

give way to the will of the 
people - and did so, the at the 

   ing gubernatorial races in 
many decades. . 

Some of the Governor's 
advisors now feel that 
Jerry ' Brown handed 
Evelle Younger just the 
issue he needed to mount 
a tough, and perhaps suc- 
cessful, campaign for the 
Statehouse. Younger, the 
only Republican elected 
statewide in the last State 
election, is a strong su 
porter of capital punish- 
ment and has decided to 

Sausage & Eggs 

11:30 - 3:30 99¢ 
BRUNCH MENU 

father could have told him 
RANCH BREAKFAST . .......ccoivnnn that this is exactly the 

  
Attorney General Evelle Younger has Gov. Brown in a corner. 

him or not, even his 
opponents will agree that 
ounger has een an 

effective and hard-work- 
ing Attorney General; and 
he is damned smart 
enough a politician to ride 
the death penalty for all 
it's worth. e most 
important factor here is 
that Younger has the 
sentiment of the voters 

remains as to w the 
Governor chose to play his 

same, Senator Deukmejian 
of Long Beach will intro- 
duce a new death penalt 
bill in the Senate (SB15 
and Assemblyman 
McAlister of San Jose will 
introduce AB240 in the 
Assembly shortly. 
Although there is a lot of 
sentiment in both houses 
for passage, it will be 
more difficult to pass 
these bills. The measures 
require two-thirds votes 

of the new bills an early 
indication whether a veto 

  

moment at least) got the open house recently ... this worthwhile function 

  

jump on any bid San Diego Former President Ford, in our community." 
ayor Pete Wilson mie now a Palm Springs resi- 

make for the Republican dent, 
nomination; but more 
importantly, he has, at 
this early stage, taken the 
one issue Jerry Brown 
cannot survive right to 
the people. And on this 
issue, Brown stands alone 
on one side with Younger 
and the [ejarity of the 
voters standing on the 
other side. It should be a 
hell of an election; and if 
it were held this 
November instead of next, 
Younger would win. 

want little to do with Guv 
Brown; the President's 

Nat'l GOP Committee . . . 
Billy Carter quoted as 
saying he thinks George 
Wallace was the "great- 
est" political leader to 
come out of the South... 
and remember Richard M. 
Dixon, the Nixon look- 
alike who made money 
capitalizing on looking 
like the former President? 
Well, there is now a man 
in L.A., Jimmy C. Arter, 
who resembles the Great 

cials, etc. ... City Hall 
rumor-mongers still insist 
Chief Gain is_on his way 

fast Docoining a 
close friend of San Diego 
Mayor Pete Wilson ... 
City Assessor Tinney to 
retire at the end of his 
resent term - a half- 
ozen candidates will 

emerge to run, including 
at least one well-known 
Gay ... many of Alan 
Cranston's friends dis- 
mayed at his vote to con- 
firm Attorney General 
Griffin Bell; one aide even 
remarked, - "If Bell had 
been a Nixon appointee, 
he wouldn't have stood a 

performance editorially - 
called George a "dismal 

cisco - Johnck is young, 
liberal and expected to 
make an effort to go after 
the "Gay vote" . . . Robert 
Hagen, * who ran unsuc- 
cessfully for BART 
Director, tells me he has 
also decided to run for 
Supe in District 5, the 
Castro-Haight area that is 
assumed to be Harvey 
Milk's base. . . 

Wayne Friday 

soo ek se sek esses sk seks kek ski sesk sk sks lok kk ik skis ok sk skal koko kolo ksi kk sak dei lok ok dk kok Rok 

Louisiana Gays 
Discriminate 
Against Gays 
Alexandria - This city's 
only Gay lounge, e 
Lodge, has undertaken a 
move to formally close its 
doors to the city's Black 
Gays. | 

xercising a private 
club charter, most of the 
club's members are 

enalty. Whereas the with him. (Even some of { reportedly backing the 

esraor'S father said my most "liberal" political POLITICS & POKER... chance." - $a akawa move to Yeo Black Gays | 

while overnor that friends secretly hope to : voted against Bell's con- and other Blacks out of 

although he opposed the see the death penalty The Carter White House firmation) ... KGO-TV the downtown club. 

death measure, he would restored.) The question has let it be known they blasted Mayor Moscone’'s The move has angered 
some of the city's more 
liberal-minded G 

lounge because of the 
move to exclude Blacks. 

Although the club's 
charter issued by the 
state does not allow dis- 
crimination based on race, 
it does allow dues-paying 
members to reject the 
application of a prospec- 
tive member. 
The charter was 

obtained over two years 
ago in an effort then to 
exclude Blacks. Regulars 

HAME EGGS,....ivceavuniasssnnsess $1.75 take Brown on over the in each house rather than Smile who has just signed 
EGGS 1.75 death penalty. Jerry a majority. A two-thirds with the Wm. Morris Ha . i ii 

BACON & EGGS. .......ccvvvveunennn. : Brown's seasoned political vote “will give supporters Agency to do commer- Davis, to make it private 

. " g a’ 

younger Brown decided to card before it was neces- men consider Senator failure" ... attorney Jim people. Some feel that 

risk his political future by sary; perhaps by warning Cranston THE Democrat Reilly to run for" City discrimination against 

warning the Legislature the Legislature he woul in California ... former Attorney ... Carol Ruth Blacks, especially Gay OUR REGULAR LUNCH 

beforehand that if they veto a bill if they passed Gov. Reagan advised Silver has decided she Blacks, is hypocritical. _ 

passed a new law, he it, he would discourage Republicans to make a would rather be a Super- Other Alexandria- MENU PLUS SPECIALTIES 

would veto it, thereby them from doing so - more concentrated effort visor than City Attorney Pineville area Gays are 

setting up what could be since it would take a twe= lo siitact Black voters il po ar Yusinessmai boyeottin the bar Bre FROM THE 

ne of the most interest- thirds vote to override an oun eople in a Jo ohnck electe o pair of lovers sai © 

(POLK & VALLEJO) o in such a veto. All the i Sop to the lead the GOP in San Fran- DR "not set foot" in hy CASA P= CRISTAL 

SERVED FROM 
1lam to 3:30pm 

1121 Polk Street 441-7798 

    
kind of issue that carry would be successful, since 
men like Evelle Younger a two-thirds vote is out ... Tom Hayden set- 

Hg into the Governor's required to override a ting up an organization to 

office. Whether you like veto. However, due to take on | aging Alan 
SSE SIS Cranston in the next 

Demo primary?? ... the 
increased threats against 
Supervisor Barbagelata, 
some of which haven't 
made the press, have him 
worried for his family's 
safety ... Willie Brown 
one of those t hard 
to get Fred Furth elected 
State Demo Chairman in 
Sacramento las ol eenend 
eo oo 0 arry uu es, e 

young President of Con- 
cerned Market St. 
Merchants Ass'n, being 
urged to run for Supe in 
District 2 - he'll wait until 
Carolene Marks decides 
whether to run first ... 
Toklas Demo Club elects 

        
     

Ane you an Owner of a bar and or restaurant on Manager. Bartender. 

Waiter. (ook. on otherwise employed in -the industng? 

Why wot join The Tavern Guild! 

COME TO OUR MEETING FEBRUARY 15, 1977, AT 

THE MEN'S ROOM, 3988 - 18th STREET (their phone 

number 861-1310) AT 1:00 P.M. 

STEAK EGOS. sis revi tomas rain LEBOE 

DINNER NIGHTLY, 6-11 
rom $4.50 

SATURDAY LUNCH, 11-3:3 
BAY ARFAREPQRTER FEBRUARY. 3,977. RAGE 48 Ci 3 AIT. 

  

        

  

            INCOIVIE TAX 
RETURNS 
PREPARED BY 

CERTIFIED 
PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANT 

788-1140 
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San Francisco wc 
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ASK HORST FOR MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS. 
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    FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 397-2452. 
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G P f grofile, per close jriond 

efire ant writes tha 
ay erson o Noble seems ge iorineg 

to stay in the Massachu- 
the Year setts House. Says Noble 

"I have no intention of 
running for higher office 

Two-term Massachu- at this time or probably 
setts legislator and long- ever. This is the level of 
time political activist, government I enjoy work- 
Elaine Noble, has been ing at. 
chosen Gay Person of the ant concludes his trib- 
Year by the Gay Peoples ute, "Tart, abrasive, often 
Union ‘and the editorial foul~mout ed, hard 
board of G.P.U. News. driven, and very-nearl 
The GPU News, the most unrelenting, Elaine Noble 
prominent Gay publication is yet one of the truly 
in the Midwest, wrote, creative and humane 
"She has given much of people in state politics 
herself in time and energy today, a progressive force 
on behalf of the Gay for the revitalization of 
movement. . . ‘The conta- the political process at a 
iousness of her spirit is a time when 1t is much 
ribute to her dynamic challenged, a strong 
personality." : advocate of wide-reaching 

In an accompanying societal changes to be 

\t.1s t-shirts t-shirts t-shirts t-shirts  t-sh, 
< ia 
wv — 

-— wn 

vu bf 

x ’ g z If you're not ashamed : 
“ s dl = t to wear it, we'll put : 
n -2 

ou a 
® ® 

. it on a T-Shirt, ” 

- E 2d 

wv & ? — 

s =a n wn 
= - a 

7 J 3 
“ 438A Castro Street Telephone 
E San Francisco, CA 94114 431 - 2303 - 

5 ; 
“J HOURS: Noon to 6 PM -- Tues. - Sat. sp 

   

  

        

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    

        

          

    

    

AR a ak 
THE BEST BUNCH AROUND-Saturday, Sunday and 

Holidays 
OUR FANTASTIC DINNERS by Chef de Cuisine James 

Langlie, served nightly . .. 

OUR FRANTIC DISCO DANCING in our exciting DISCO 
BAR (totally separated from our brick & natural 

wood cocktail lounge) in the Corral Room, up- 
stairs Nightly and during Sunday Brunch . .. 

OUR SEARING JOCKEY SHORTS CONTEST held every 
Thursday Night for the masses. $50.00 First 
Prize. Just Terrific! 

CONVENIENT 
By BART from Daly City—San- Francisco cities. Ride 
comfortably for 6 to 10 minutes from S.F. civic center to 
the 12th Street Station in Oakland. Walk to the 14th Street 
Exit (still within the station), leave from the right-hand 
steps to the street, walk two short blocks and you're at 

HANS’ IN OAKLAND. : 

RELAXING FUN A GOOD PLACE TO BE 

..and that’s a nice feeling 

Res. s44-b2An 
BAY AREA REPORTER FEBRUARN AS; A977 (PAGE 

Washington - Margaret 
y (Midge Costanza, former 

brought about through 
peaceful, legal methods. 
5 It is not hard to admire 
er. 
  

Carter Names 
Costanza As 
Top Aide 

vice-mayor of Rochester 
(NY) and a strong support- 
er of Gay rights, has been - 
named to a top spot on 
President Carter's White 
House staff. Costanza 
will serve as Carter's 
"Public Liaison" and her 
job will be to arrange 
Carter's meetings with 
special interest groups 
and to submit a monthly 
summary of communica- 
tions from such groups, 

Jean O'Le o 
National Gay 

actively seek Gay support. 
the She has been an” advocate 

ask Force for her constituency, too. 
praised the Costanza She has arranged meetings 
appointment and told between Gay representa- 
GAY COMMUNITY tives and the Rochester 
NEWS, "At the Demo- Police Chief on every 
cratic Convention _ at occasion we have had a 
Madison Square Garden, complaint. 
she was extremely helpful ad she not been 
and outspoken and tried to tapped by Carter for 
get the Gay issue in the WoShingsohy Mains added, 
platform." = Interestingly "she would have intro- 
enough, Costanza's oppo- duced a human rights 

i ordinance for the city of 
Site Famer on the Ce PN whol wu 
Eizenstadt, who led plat- have created an office of 
form opposition to the Human Rights to investi- 
Gay roo plank. The gate cases of discrimina- 
plank was never approved. tion. 

Tim Mains former _ Costanza was one of 
editor of THE EMPTY Carter's earliest support- 
CLOSET, the Rochester ers in his presidential bid 

and her position will make 
her the woman who will 
be closest to the Presi- 
dent. In an article on her 
2Ppointment, NEWSWEEK 

agazine described her as 
"fiery" and noted that 
"she ‘once chewed out her 
future boss in the saltiest 
language for waffling on 
his = opposition to abor- 
tion." After she was 
appointed by Carter, the 
first question put to her 
at a news conference 
dealt with her support for 
Gay rights at the Demo- 
cratic Convention. 
Costanza spoke out 
strongly for Gay civil 
rights, ‘both at that news 
conference and during a 
recent interview with the 
Associated Press. 

- Gay Community News 

  

Margaret Costanza 
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Rights Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution. Sup: 
orters of the ERA 

immediately asserted that 
the action was a major 
breakthrough as no state 
has passed the amendment 
since North Dakota did so 
in 1975. The Indiana 
legislature had twice 
before rejected the ERA 
and this time it was 
assed in the state Senate 
y a narrow 26-24 vote 

and in the House by a 54- 
45 margin. 

ERA action is expected 
in the first few months of 
this year in North and 
South’ Carolina, Florida, 
Nevada, and rhaps 
Missouri. 38 states are 
necessary for the ERA to 
be adopted. 2 

- Gay Community News 

  

  

Gay monthly newspaper 1 oa BR ERB Indiana Backs 
that "Midge has 

always been an ie E.R.A. 
advocate of human rights Indianapolis - Indiana be- 
here and has been one of CATA BRE 35th state last 
few local politicians to week to ratify the Equal 

S.I.R. Elections 
Elections for officers to 

serve in 1977 will be held 
at the regular membership 
meeting on Wednesday, 
Feb. 9, at 8:00 pm at the 
Santer located at 83 Sixth 

Nominations for 
officers were opened at 
the January membership 
meeting, but nominations 
will remain open until the 
beginning of the February 
meeting. We must elect a 
new president, vice presi- 
dent, secretary and 
treasurer. There are also 
two seats on the board of 
trustees open this year. 
B. J. Beckwith, oug 
DeYoun and Larry 
Littlejo have another 
year to run on their two- 
ear terms. The board 
as nominated Larry 

Tufte and Jim Graham to 
  

HOW COME THE LATEST HAIR STYLE 

ALWAYS LOOKS GOOD ON SOMEBODY ELSE? 

Because no two people are alike. The man who looks fine with the latest style is 

the man whose hair texture and features are complemented by that style. The 

trouble with any “latest style” is that it can’t take individuality into account. 

So, a lot of men try it and end up looking wrong. 

At King's Court we don't try to fit you to a hair style. We do it the other way 

around, by cutting your hair so that it looks best for your face. We take into 

account whether your hair is thick or fine and how much of it you have. We'll 

give you an individual style that will be easy to care for between visits. We'll even 

give you a cup of coffee and some lively conversation (but only if you want it). 
And, our prices mav surprise you. 

. King’s Court 
CUSTOM BARBERS 

150 Powell St., San Francisco - By Appointment Only   GA 1-3051 

fill the two seats. 

S.I.R. Winter 
Carnival 

  

A Winter Carnival will 
be held on Sunday, Feb. 6, 
from 12 Noon at the new 
Gay Center, 330 Grove St. 
There will be food, adult 
movies, a bar, card 
games, lots of people 
rom out of town. is is 

a good opportunit to 
have a GREAT DAY and 
support S.L.R. at the same 
time.     

16 
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Mr. Marcus        
The Wonderful World of Awards 
  

Southern Scandals 

On Saturday, Feb. 19, Buddy Club will host their 
the Barbary Coasters M/C bash at Febe's on Saturday 
will host their annual bike afternoon (Feb. 19) fol- 
awards program, a hap- lowed by the awards that 
enin which . brings evening. On Sunday, the 
ogether practically every Recon M/C will launch 

bike club in the state. their annual Winter Field 
Voted on by their peers Meet (Feb. 20). The Boot 
both in L.A. and the S.F. Camp's annual tribute to 
Bay Area, bikers will the L.A. Oedipus Rex will 
receive recognition for take place at 6:30 in the 
putstanding achievement evening with champagne 
in such categories as best and a special presentation 
buddy rider, best run, best to the new Rex, HIM Ron 
food on a run, best show Entler, who was crowned 
on a run, best buddy last Saturday in L.A. in 
event, rider of the year, the colorful coronation 
and the coveted man of attended by bikers from 
the year award. The| throughout the state. At 
colorful pageant gives a|press time, information 
reason for other biker-|was not available con- 
related activities to take|cerning the Cheaters M/C 

  

lace, includin, the| Beer ust on Monday, 
DO aalitina 1X 'n'| Feb. 21. 
Match Party on Friday, member about times, Cristal, Grand 
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on sale everywhere and 
the awards ceremony is 
one of the most colorful 
conclaves on the West 
Coast. It will be, as 
usual, a very busy week- 
end. 

* kk 

Citizens of the Gay 
communit are bein 
bombarde about this 
time as the race for 
Empress XII heads down 
to the wire culminating in 
the Coronation on 
Saturday night; Feb. 5, at 
the. Galleria. I have had 
an opportunity to see the 
sets being built for the 
"Land of the Pharoahs" 
theme, and I can truth- 
fully say that Empress 
Flame will have the most 
fabulous outgoing any 
empress of this, or any 
other, city ever had. The 
pyramid, SPRyIS and 
costumed participants will 
sweep you right off the 
ground with their stunning 
eauty. The price of the 

tickets ($10 advance, $12 
at the door) is well worth 
the pageantry you will 
witness, the flawless 

Ask any club creation of Empress VI 
uke Lee 

Feb. 18, at the 527 Club prices and location of the Dow and their talented 
(10 PM; 

THE 

B 

$5.00). The above events. Tickets are     
A 
L 

L MEAT AND GREET 

YOUR FRIENDS 
@ AT from 11 AM to 

+the Nob Hill Arcade, 
1550 California (near 

: mister b’s 
WM AFTER HOURS 

| 

MIDNIGHT TIL’ DAWN 

  

224 6TH. ST. 

  

    
  

Inside Section X: 

    

    SECTION X PULLOUT 

{Diego and as 
Denver will be on hand to 
see one of S.F.'s most 
colorful 
Flame, 

and pomp. 
i apel 

Polk). 
jentourage of short-skirted 
imaids are cute, and Dale 
Evans' group with sheriff 
badges and bandanas are 
effective too. 
Doe and her Doe Boys 
seem to be everywhere. 
Last week at the 
Michael Daley 
Miller ended "their lon 
association as a grea 
comedy team with a show 

committee. Royal courts 
from Anchorage to San 

ar east as 

empresses, 
take her last 

romenade in a breath- 
aking miasma of splendor 

You shouldn't 

* kk 

The candidates for 
Empress XII have been out 
in full i 
your votes 
should be happy to give 
them on Saturday, Feb. 5, 

"PM at 

force ng for 
Mh you 

Herman's 

But Jane 

hoenix, 
& Steve 

X-RATED / BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT 

Jobs, Film Reviews, Features, Graffiti, { 

Leather, Mail Order, Models, Masseurs, 

Organizations & Aids, 

Estate, Roommates, Rubber Goods, Toys 

& Games, Services . 

it doesn’t cost to advertise . ... It Pays! 

* 

Personals, Real 

SANADULT WAY OF LIFE . . ..FOR ADULTS ! 
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in honor of Jane Doe. The latest FACT is that Ken 
house was packed (as are Misso (of Tool Box, Speak 
ALL of Jane's parties) and Easy fame) will take over 
the enthusiasm of the Doe the management of the 
Boys is epidemic to: all Round Up on Feb. 8 - good 
who are in the area. The luck to a man who 
black leather vests with KNOWS the bar business 
the silver rose emblem|... Down in Santa Cruz, 
pop up everywhere withthe latest hot disco is the 
SRoI%Y and = verve not Dragon Moon on Soquel & 
usually seen in this city of |Seabright - you'll boogie 
wine and roses. ure |all night long with Jeffrey 
camp emanates with each|at the turntable and lots 
2Dpesrance; to wit: at|of friendly Fons down 
the All Candidates Night|there ... Febe's hosts 
at the Hombre, the Doe monthly birthsign parties 
Boys came in their black and gives you a beautiful 
vests, Dale Evans' cowboy pin too - the first being 
hats and Herman's little py 
ink aprons. On votin 
ay, one committee wi ft 

do the usual bar tour 
collecting voters; another 
committee is hosting a I 
series of some 25 home 
parties with 20 to 30 
guests each in a bid to RIE Rat: 338 
snag votes. The Doe Boys : 
resent the magnificent 
earl Heart and the Pearl 

Band in conjunction with 
Bones on Haight with a 
hot rock concert, designed 
to get that section of the 
city involved. In the 
South of Market area, 
legions of leathermen, 
bikers and the totall 
‘uninvolved hot men wi 
converge at the Round Up 
for a special presentation 
Ny J. Brian and BART 
Studios. I herewith give 
(and wholeheartedly sup- 
port) my vote and ask you 
all to do the same to 
Jane Doe. The talented| 
support and energy of her 
eople will give S.F. a 
ruly splendid empress, 

not only a hostess for the 
Tavern Guild, but a 
dedicated person who has 
already outlined a 12-] 
month reign designed to 
benefit not only the bars, 
but ofpanizations, groups 
and all those people with 
problems from the elderly 
‘and the destitute to the 
social, political and fine 
arts elements that make 
our community the best in 
the world. Give your vote 
to Jane Doe and you are 
giving your Gay commu- 
nit a boost in all 
endeavors for our better- 
‘ment. Remember, vote 
{Jane Doe on Feb. 5 

      

  

      

        

  

    

  

   

  

    

  

        

  

         

  

      

  

   

  

   

    
    

   

   

  

ALA WY Ne) 
)60 FOLSOM STREET S# 

   

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AFTER 10pm AT 

* Xx * 

SWISH ON WRY...... 
|News travels fast and the 

SAME DAY Shipment! 

¢ PERSONAL ADS AND MAIL ORDER PRODUCTS: GALORE 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. SECTION X !S DESIGNED TG BE £ASILY REMOVED IF YOU WISH 
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   for Aquarians on Feb. 11, quite a nice fellow - 
and a flawless heart on appearing everywhere ... 
Valentine's Day at which Pp, 8 "a" different 
time my good buddy Bill beat": Wanna see a HOT 
Tolan (dowager Mr. Cow- man? "JC" at the Boot 
boy) will present me with Camp - nightly ... The 
a “special” award (?) «++. Stud” has lined up an 
Motormouth Johnson impressive array 3 hot 

still doing the Jockey bands every Sun & Mon 
Shorts Dance Contest at starting with Pearl Heart 
the End Up and geting and the Heart Band on 
raunchier by the week and Feb. 7 - don't miss Pearl - 
using some very good she's a HOT singer and 
material” from another really turns on the 
contest that is REALLY crowd(s) ... Choo Choo 
raunchy . . . Saddle Tramp Station has a new look 
Saloon” (Sutter & Larkin) which really cost a bundle 
celebrates their Ist and went™ WAY over 
Anniversary and Grand budget thanks to Olive 
Opening on Mondays Jim Ostlund who dropped 
Feb. 7 - hope Maude and a HUGE mirror durin 
Ed live through it all ... renovating, but that's 
Petal pusher, Bella, still probably because Eddie 
making the Valley of the Em II) “ Storcz gets most 
Dolls colorful with bright of the sleep around the 
flowers on the Via de la housé - zzzzzzz! ... 
Men ... Have you met What's this about a former 
the tallest Gay man in ANTI-Tavern Guild South 
SFO? His name is Mike of Market bar owner now 
Carr (7'4" tall), a hunk and denying non-Tavern Guild 

TT ” 

   

  

LOOKS LIKE 
BULLITHEAD 

\S AT \T 
AGAIN 

bars the . privilege of 
leaving their flyers on the 
remises - ta about a 
urnabout!?! «+s - Boot 
Camp now receiving 
nominations for the 
Golden Dildeaux Awards 
in May; trot right in and| 
spill the tea - if you dare 
«++ What ever happened 
to that flawless produc- 
tion of "Gypsy" the 
thespians of Our Town 
were Gong to do, huh?. .. 
ONWA «+. Who is 

the evil queen snake turn- 
ne in the names of the 
Milky Way Queens to the 
V.D.” Clinic? How rude! 
It's your tax dollar that's 
being wasted, evil one... 
Mr. Zero of Castro trying 
desperately to get in” the 
Jockey orts Contest 
two weeks ago, but was 
refused because it wasn't 
Celebrity Night - better 
luck next time and QUIT 
calling my office when 
you're drunk For a 

minute I thought we were 
going to have a wedding 
at She Coronation this 
Saturdav night, but there's 
not enough tequila in this 
world to get Ms. Tequila 
Gold Avila to take vows 
that will be broken almost 
instantly (are you reading 
this, Tom Terrific?) . . . 
case anyone is interested, 
they have a scintillatingly 
flawless jazz group py 
ing at the Cate Biarritz 
on Sunday afternoons. I 
know you jazz queens are 
out = there because I've 
seen many of you at the 
Monterey = Jazz Festival 
several years in a row - 
check ‘out the Cafe 
Biarritz ... Jane Austin 
coming to The City ... 
Don George, former 
manager of the Stud, is 
off to La-La Land to 
manage STUDIO ONE, 
which, by the way, is 
coming to Our Town in 
June - with Don, of course 

  

        

  

METRO CITY |S 
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BULLITHEAD |S 
PLUNDERING THE CITY! 

METRO C/T |S DEVAS- 
TATED BY AN ONSLAUGHT 
OF CRIME.../ | 

     
    

£004 AT OUR 
LOCKER Room! 
THAT GUY 
WRECKED 1T/ 

  

  

  
S70P 
BULLIrHEAD! STOP HIM? 
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NOT EVEN BANK VAULTS 
STOP SULLITHEAD! 

  

NOW YOU'VE 
GOT DRIVE~- 

/N BAN ENG A 

- 
1 

1 
1 

— 
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THATS OUR MAN... 
CAPTAIN RUSH! 

  

| IN TAMPER PROOF BOTTLES OR 
12 AMPULE BOXES AT YOUR 

LOCAL DEALER — LOOK FOR 
THE CAPTAIN RUSH POSTER 

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR ‘=m 

B.J. PRODUCTS DIVISION 

  

   
   

(800) 227-4318 + 

PACIFIC WESTERN DISTRIBUTING CORP. 
57 HALLAM STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94103 

In California (415) 621-4900 

THE STEEL-DOMED 
ViliAN 7S onSTOP- 

PABLE! 

  

  
  

  

    

   

        

     
   

  

      

    
    
    

- watch for it ... The 
Rainbow Deaf Society had 
their first open house at 
Febe's last Sunday - a 
totally successful function 
with all the bike clubs on 
hand and Jane Doe and 
the Doe Boys, the ONLY 
empress candidate in 

In attendance; maybe the 
can't hear, but they SUR 
can vote. . . 

Big rumor that a group 
of well-heeled Gays are 
going to buy a bu ding for 
us with every facility 
imaginable and 
because they're tired of 
all the bickering, back- 
biting, back-stabbing and 
vicious rumors surround- 
ing 330 Grove St. The 
leaders of this community 
still the main stumbling 
blocks for an institution 
we should have had LONG 
ago . . «- BART Studios will 
inundate the country by 
the time you read this 
with HOT films and hope 
ou're on the mailing list 
or this one . .. Congratu- 

lations to Ron Entler, the 
new Rex of the Oedipus in 
L.A.; see you on the 20th, 
our highness ... Robin 
illiams, winner of the 

Jockey Shorts Contest 
last week at the Boot 
tama got an extra bonus 
AFTER “the contest from 
Dennis the Menace of 
same bar, but you can't 
Sond it - only feel sore 
afterwards - gotcha didn't 
I, boss ... What former 
emperor is going to 
elevate another former 
Smpsro of another city 
to Sainthood right around 
Easter - ask Madam Leslie 
of the Wild Goose who 
knows the whole story; 
also ask Leslie about 
Alice Blue Gown and the 
Irate Queen, tsk tsk - how 
rude! ... Check out Gary 
Robinson, still  toilin 
away for the Mayor o 
Castro Street at the 
Pendulum but lookin 
better than usual ... § 
repeat once again, check 
out the Caracole Restau- 
rant - it is an exquisite 
adventure in dining - 
would I lie to you? ... 
One of the South of 
Market bookstores is 
literally littering the 
streets with their flyers 
annoying not only the 
local’ guzzlers who have 
their cars pasted up with 
the ads, but the local 
straight businessmen are 
gettin mighty uptight 
reo Mr. Cowboy #I, Lee 
Burnside, is back in town 
and the Brasserie has him 
behind the plank - Hi 
Alexis, honey ... The 
handsome Bernard Jay of 
London in town for the 
weekend and making all 
the parties (concerned) 
and due to be back in 
March - are you reading 
this Mark Bovees +e 
Tessie, Tessie, you are a 
delight. Especially when 
you kiss with our 
might. Everybody LOVES 
{he red Smeg you leave. 

ou stop kissing us, we 
ALL will rang (I told 
you 1 wasn't into poetr 
+ «+ Well, kids, ith RE 
it up for now; my best 
wishes to all the out of 
towners visiting us this 
weekend - “especiall 
Empress I Sammy o 
Oswego New York, and 
Needlepoint, California - 
this one you gotta meet - 
the epitome of CAMP 
Roxie "Hart style, indeed 
: + + My thanks to Empress 
IV Nicole of San Diego for 
the Key to the City and 
continued on Page 22. . . 

  

  
“$9.95 

SALE ENDS 

FEBRUARY 28th 

ll 

384 ELLIS STREET 

who will be 

MR. 
JO CK 

STRA P.: 
SAN FRANCISCO? 

THE ULTIMATE CONTEST FOR GAY MALES — START- 
ING FEBRUARY 9th AT CINEMATTACHINE. 

GET IN ON THIS PRESENTATION WHICH WILL CON- 
TINUE FOR ABOUT SIX WEEKS THROUGH SESSIONS 
FOR QUALIFYING, SEMI-FINALS AND A FINAL SELEC- 
TION FOR THE MR. JOCK STRAP OF SAN FRANCISCO 
TITLE. CASH PRIZE TO THE WINNER: $200.00; WITH 
TROPHIES AND OTHER PRIZES TO RUNNERS-UP. 

PLUS TAX 

THIS IS A BENEFIT BY THE SEVEN COMMITTEE FOR 
THE SAN FRANCISCO GAY COMMUNITY CENTER, 

330 GROVE STREET. 

TICKETS FOR EACH WEEKLY PRESENTATION: $5.00 
OBTAINABLE AT ADONIS, WOODEN HORSE AND FE- 
BE'S. SEATING AT CINEMATTACHINE IS LIMITED 
SO GET GOING — FIRST PRESENTATION 9 P.M. 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9th 

HOSTS: TENDERLOIN TESSIE ....... MARK CALHOUN 
tininin ens tT eee BOB HENDRY ...c:s:vsvnimnrinviei   

  

AL 13. a rd. CL 
¢ NOT A PUBLIC CINEMA — FOR ADULT MEMBERS ONLY 

February 6-12 
Brentwood Encore Festival 
H-O-T Young Dudes that made some of the best half-hour hits ever to come out! Join them — TONY & DEAN, CLIFF, ¢ 

  

OPEN NOON TO 
MIDNIGHT DAILY 

ENTER THROUGH 
ADONIS BOOKSTORE 

CINEMATTACHINE IS NOT A PUBLIC 
CINEMA, BUT A PROJECT OF 
MATTACHINE SOCIETY AND ITS 
SEVEN COMMITTEE PRIVATE CLUB 
FOR MEN. YOU MAY JOIN — $3 PER 
YEAR, $2 FOR 6 MONTHS, PLUS $3 
EACH TIME YOU USE THE CLUB 
FACILITIES. 

384 ELLIS ST., SAN FRANCISCO   
  

TODD AND JEFF, and ever-popular PHILLIP & MICHAEL in a 3-hr. marathon! 

PLUS GRAND PRIX QUICKIES 

February 13-19 
Members have requested this™ program again and again, so here it is! A three-hour collection of 

“KENTUCKY FRIED YX” 
(No relation at all to the famous Colonel you know) 

NEW EVERY MON., TUES., WED. AFTER 9:30 P.M. “JOCK NIGHTS” 

Reduced Price — Special J/O Films at 10:00 P.M. — CONTESTS 

  

Cy LET. 3 4 1 

Yale] 
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oh chameleon 
EXCLUSIVE 

FROM 

_ -— 

BUNS are a completely 
new concept in briefs. 

Invented in Denmark they 

quickly became the 

sensation of Europe. And 

for good reason. They 

have a unique patented 

feature no other brief 

ever had: The CONTOUR 

STITCH. Basically what 

it does is to form the brief 

naturally to your body. 

They surround, hug and 

gently lift for a totally new 

kind of comfortable 

“'second skin’ fit. Ends 

that “flat look.” There's 

no ‘ride up’ and BUNS 

look like any other 

masculine brief. Ends 

show-thru seams too 

You'll find them to be 

airy-light in soft, stretchy 

nylon, spandex and— 

another great feature— 

INTERKNITTED COTTON. 

: They are available now— 
direct to you—exclusively 

3 
from International Male. 

Once you try them we 

think you'll know why’ 

...EVERYBODY LOVES 

BUNS! 

In white, blue, black, & 

ude tan. One size fits all. 

st 3/811 

  

  
THE “CONTOUR STITCH” 

HOW 17 WORK S SEND §1 FOR OUR NEW COLOR CATALOG notice it tends to pull across the J ; seat. But BUNS have an interknitted Featuring Sports Influenced Fashions. Casual stretchy vertical back stitch that : A 
allows the brief to follow the natural Jackets, Shirts, EA and Swimwear from 
CONTOUR cleavage of your anatomy. Europe and South America. And exclusive designs Gives a youthfully lean, bare look. f " i A 
So simple, so comfortable and yet by Gene Burkard including the Rugby Look 
so ingenious. It's the ideal brief in men's underwear. 
under fitted pants. 

    
\ INTERNATIONAL MALE NS ( 

702 STATE STREET « SAN DIEGO ¢ CALIFORNIA 92101 
TOLL FREE OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA 1-800-854-2795 BANKAMERICARD + MASTER CHARGE 

\ ADD $1 POSTAGE AND HANDLING + CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX 

3 

NAME __ ee i ma ENCLOSED $...... 507 
ADDRESS ma To (#400) BUNS QUANTITY. 
CITY. pi te COLOR(S). tr Te ae RB AT S 1157 Post St. SF. (415) 771-1300 SIATE... mia ZAP iii ei cn TTPLEASE SEND YOUR NEW CATALOG: S— 
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   congratulations to Mama. your neighbors as you love 
Peck for winning a Nicky, yourself. Next time you 
Award ‘as the giistanding read this, we'll have a new 
perspnalit in S.F. - but 1' empress. I hope you all 
idn't make a mistake at vote for Jane Doe! 

the awards, Mama; you! 
got it ALL wrong. Love Mister Marcus 

Porn Corner 
-|-—-—e—-eeeeeee-sssss— 

Falcon Releases 
  

by George Robert 

This company, based you want to see two 
here in S.F., has been put- super-hung dudes getin 
ting out consistently fine it all on in a cum studde 
films since they started. frenzy, then this film is a 
These films are from their must for you. There is so 
last brochure of 1976 and much action packed in 
are really spectacular. this one film that we had 
We particularly look for- to Stop it twice before we 
ward to their new releases could finish reviewing it. 
Sach lime they put out a | 
new rocnure. ] you are TRY TO TAKE IT 
not yet on their mailin : 
list, = yourself a oe #604-200’, Reg. 8, Color 
Send them $2.00, your 
name and address ‘and Take a nice day in the 
state that you are over 18 woods, add two hunky 
ears of age. Send all one dudes, a little 
nformation to Falcon, friendly persuasion, what 
P.O. Box 750, San Fran-| happens after that, and 
cisco, Ca. 94101. you have one helluva good! 

movie. 
BEHIND THEBARN DOOR | Kip Knoll is a new- 
#602-300’, Reg. 8, Color [comer to films. He 

admits to having strong 
The film opens with anal desires, so they pair 

David standing outside at him up with Frank, whose 
a window in an old barn whole bag is breaking in 
with Peter inside working virgin ass. Kip reaches 
on his vintage car. Seems over and takes Frank's 

    

  that David has really got cock out of his pants. He 
the hots for Peter and literally gasps in stunned: 
vice versa. Peter walks amazement (so did wel) -! 
over to the window andl talk about donkey dicks! 
tells David to come in. | Wow, Well, to make a 

David can hardly wait|long story short, the film 
to get his mouth down on|is packed with good oral 
Peter (can't say that I sex, lots of rimming with 
blame him). Peter slams| two young studs going at 
an oversized peter into|it hof and heavy. And, no 
David's mouth and then|Frank can't get his tool 
Rills out and turns around. |into that young virgin 

e rimming action that backside. (M2ybe e 
ensues is really incredible. should join the F.F.A. He 
David's tongue is soon re- certainly would be a hit in 
laced with his pile- that crowd.) The film, 
riving cock and the color and camerawork are 

action really begins. If all excellent.   

  

      “COME ON, TRY MINE!” 
...IT’LL BE THE BEST WORKOUT 

YOU'VE EVER HAD!    
AROMA OF MEN 

Super Strength: 
$5 Ea.— Two for $8 

=     
   Extra-Super Strength: 

$10 Ea.— Two for $15    

      

   
Also available at: 

Jaguar 
Bookstore 

4077 18th St. 
S.F., Ca. 94114 

      

  

    

  

   
Sold as 

a novelty only      

  

    

  

" ! 1 would like this on my 

hl ta Master Charge 
[J BankAmericard 

3 ACC NO. 

EXD De eimai ¢ 

[J2 Btls. $15.00 
(Calif. res. please add 6% sales tax.) # 

a Please add $1.00 for shipping and handling # 

   

   
    

   

Please rush me bottle(s) 

\ of AROMA OF MEN today! 
  

Super Strength: 
1Btl. $5.00 [2 Btls. $8.00 

Extra Super Strength: 
[ 1Btl. $10.00 

l am enclosing $ 

Name 
  

Address 

City State Zip 
Mail with your remittance to 
AROMA OF MEN—P.0. Box 14067 — B— San Francisco, California 94114 
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In our next issue we will 
review two more films 
from this brochure - 
Gordon Grant in "Youn 
Conquest" and 'Bo' in 
new j/o flick "Go For It!" 
We will also try to bring 
you some photos from this 
series of films. For infor- 
mation and prices write 
Falcon, Dept. B, P.O. Box 
750, San Francisco, Ca. 
94101. | 
   

   

   

        

WHERE 
CAN 
YOU 
GET 
A 
COMPLETE 
DINNER 
FOR 
LESS 
THAN ® 
$5.00722222222222? 

  

         

     
           

       
      
     

       

      
    

       

  
   

    

   

   

    
   

      Reflecting Distinctive Dining 
    

    

391 BROADWAY (At Montgomery) 982-0751 

OF COURSE! 

    
      

  

   

  

CLASSIFIED 
WANTED 

$25 dollars reward!!! Help find 
struggling gay writer a three or four 

rm. apt. near Polk. 771-4506. E03 

  

  

  

Try Again. SF pair 48 want S/M 
hse-boy any age. 552-1119. EO3 

FOR SALE 
BAR/RESTAURANT FOR SALE 
Newly remodeled. Piano bar. Fully 
Licensed. Near Fisherman's Wharf. 
Straight Lunches; Gay Dinners. 
Excellent Lease. Call 566-7893. 

  

  

Antique shop moving sale! Up to 

50% off at Van Ormer and Meyer at 
(1791 Union Street. EO3 
  

COMMERCIAL ELEC. SLICER 
FOR SALE — $100 

Call George ........ 3-979797 
  

Diff plant & old Radios 2 
Reasonable. Call 441-0621 6-9 PM. 

E03 

For Sale: Entire inventory of 
organic skin/hair care products. 

Twelve different items, 3000 units 
in all. Price negotiable. Will also 
include U.S. Trademark registration 
and art work for additional labels. 
Ideal for adjunct to existing retail 
operation or start your own 
boutique? Call (415) 421-9160. E03 

For Sale: Pitney Bowes Model 5600 

‘mailing machine. Excellent condi- 
[tion $850 (new $1800). Also, P.B. 
Model 4200 completely recondi- 

  

  

[tioned $350. Both machines capa- 

ble of heavy volume mailings. Call 

1(415) 421-9160. EO3 
  

GAY MEN, considering coming 
out to your families? Call (415) 
563-0202 for information on a 
group; Wednesday evenings begin- 

ning February 16, led by Scott with 
Ph.D, and Saralie Pennington, 
MSW, of Operation Concern - 

Pacific Medical Center. Sliding fee 
scale. EO3 

out. Jerry 431-9130. 

JOBS 
AN OPPORTUNITY IN REAL 
ESTATE. ARE YOU MAKING 
WHAT YOU ARE WORTH? 
Do you now have the indepen- 
dence, freedom & opportunities to 

use your time & talents to the 
fullest? 

Join the top group of real estate 
professionals in San Francisco 
now. 

  

Use your skills to relate to people, 
to organize, to help others & make 
big money. 

Send your resume to Rob 
Tackes. PAUL LANGLEY & CO., 

18th & Castro, San Francisco, CA. 
94114. E03 

MODELS AND 
ESCORTS 

LEAN, MUSCULAR & HAND- 
SOME nude masseur, equipped 

with over 8%. to give you a deep 
thorough workout. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Ken 863-9916. E-9 

  

  

Tall, trim and terrific guy delivers 
total sensual massage, anytime! 
Chad, 27, 6’, 160# , clean-cut, hot 
& hung. 826-1076. EO3 

Sexy 5’ 6" Latino, 19, model and 
escort; 125 Ibs, smooth, trim body. 
For a hot session with goodlooking' 
masculine guy phone Carlos 

863-9628. Special overnight rates. 
E04 

Handsome hairy hung and mascu- 
line. Well defined body. Massage or 
model. Nick 626-6030. EO3 

Masculine Latin, 6’, 160 Ibs. Satis- 
fying and hot, well hung model nr 
Polk St. Pete 928-2542. E04 

YOUNG TRIM MODEL/ESCORT 
Clean cut smooth and defined. 
Most scenes — fantasies etc. In or 

E-03 

SUPER HUNG DOMINANT STUD 
ESCORT/MODEL WELL OVER 9" 
LONG AND ABOUT 6" THICK. 
DEREK 928-4255 or PO 2442 SF 

94126. EO3 

  

  

  

  

  

MODELS 

SBA, 
> & %, 

673-5548 

           ESCORTS 
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OF SAN FRANCISCO 

1552 Howard Street 
San Francisco, Ca 94103 

' (415) 863-2434 
Remember the “Good Times’ you 
used to have? . .. YOU STILL CAN 
. . . with a safe dependable male 
model-escort-companion from 

Richard of San Francisco. 

Uncompromising quality since 1968. 

That's why those in the know call 
Richard of San Francisco when they 
need temporary help 

® Male Models 
® Male Escorts 
® Companions 

® Travel Mates 
® Massage Referrals 

All our bright young men are 

|screened for your security and peace 

of mind. The best selection in S.F. 

Standard rates by the hour, day or 

week and our models do travel . . . 

around town, around the bay or 

around the country. Our models are 

worth ten thousand words but space 

prohibits our telling you all about 

them. 

Great conversationalists, personal- 

ities to match; selected for their 

wholesome and clean-cut good looks 

and ability to please. 

S.F. is more fun if you share it and 

what better way to see the city than 

with a handsome, masculine and 

virile model-escort! Compare — shop 

around and you'll come back to 

Richard. They always do! 

ARNOLD: 23, 511", 150 Ibs. Brown 
hair & hazel eyes. 40C. Semi-hairy. 

30" waist. Handsome & Masculine. 

DAVID: 21, 5'8", 130 Ibs. Blond. 
hair, blue eyes. 38C. Smooth, 27" 

waist. Deep tan. Boyish ways. 

TONY: 28,511", 170 Ibs. Tight 
hard body. Brown hair, green eyes. 

42C. Handsome—Masculine—HOT. 

TOM: 23,61", 170 Ibs. Tall and 

terrific. W. endowed and ready when 
you are. 40C, Hairy. Brown hair and 

blue eyes. 

PAT: HOT bearded man. New from 

N.Y. Handsome and very masculine. 

Affectionate. Gentle to S&M. A top 
man. 

LES: 24,511”, 175 Ibs. 46C. Ripling 

muscles. Deep tan. Tight hard body. 

17" Arms. Excellent hands . . . 

Massage? 

RANDY: 22, 6’, 160 Ibs., 40C, 30W. 
Handsome and masculine. Versatile 
and well endowed. 

EVAN: 27, 5'8", 140 Ibs., 40C. 
Hairy. Spanish and Greek. Natural 

body build with a 9%’ Glove un-cut- 

Masculine. 

ROBERT: 22,511", 160 Ibs. That 
young boy look but still manly 40C 

Smooth. 

ROSS: 28, 6'2", 175 Ibs. 40C. Blond 

and blue eyes. Into most scenes. A 

man’s man. 

These are a few of the many types 

available. See before you hire. Send 

for our photo-composites. $3. 1552 
Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 
94103. 

Re-establish yourself with Richard of 
San Francisco and get what you've 

been missing!!! 

RICHARD 
OF SAN FRANCISCO 

415)       

  

THE ORIGINAL 
ALL MALE AGENCY 
ON THE WEST COAST 

WITH AN UNBEATABLE 15 YRS: 

DIAL-A-MODEL 
Why gamble in trusting your 
luck? TRUST THE FACTS in 
our time-tested, legally proven 
GUARANTEES. Today, it 
seems anyone can make claims 
but Dial-A-Model continually 
Ly behind it's GUARAN- 

15 years of service in providing 
ALL-MALE companions, mas- 
sage referrals, guides, escorts & 
models; Hot college jocks, men 
and boys from conservatively 
mild to a variety of other 
styles. Each is scrutinized for 
their Reliability, Honesty, Abil- 
ity to please, Intelligence, 
Looks and other mental, emo- 
tional and physical endowments 
& Avail’ty. (local & nat’nwide) 

TOM-21, 6’, 150 Ibs., 30W, 
Brn. hair, Hazel eyes, chin- 
strap beard. Conservative Ver- 
satility. Top for more wild 
scenes. 

RON-23, 59", Shrt. Brn. Hr. & 
thin brd., blue eyes, Muscular, 
Hung-UC. Aggressive top from 
mild to wild of styles. A REAL 
MAN! 

JIM-23, 5'8", 150 Ibs., 29W, 
Brn. Hr. & Eyes, Frnch.-Grmn & 
Amer.-Indian ancestry. Fresh, 
clnct, vibrant MASCULINITY & 
unusual endowment. Creative! 

IMIKE—-28, 6'4"", 185 Ibs., 32W, 
Blond Hr., blue eyes. Aggressive 
style, an aware MAN with rug- 
ged Woodsmanish features who's 
down to earth reality. HOT 
personality and HUNG! 

JIM—-25, 5°11”, 160 Ibs., 30W, 
40C, Brn. Hr & eyes. Smooth, 
clncut & muscular. Personality + 
& 9 more below! Aggressive 
Masculinity for most mild-to- 
unusual wild styles. HOT! 

MANY A CAREER of some of 
those hot men you've seen in 
Playgirl, Mandate, Vector, N*- 
Touch and in Europe, H./.M. 
and Playboy, originated at this 

DIAL-A-M~RELN    
NOT ESTABLISHED? 

Get the Information, Photos & 
THE FACTS. Our responsibil 
ities to you are in writing. Send 
$3.00 and Statement of Age to: 
P.0. Box 14121, San Francisco, 
CA 94114. ESTABLISHED? If 
so, use your key number when 
calling: 

DIAL-A-MODEL 
(415) 863-8228 

“QUALITY ISIN THE EYE 
OF THE BEHOLDER..." 

HOT GDLKG STUD, 6’ 
170 Ibs., 30" w, 42" c and 
MUSCULAR! 441-1054 E02 

Hairy, Hot, Smelly Model with acne 

in the wrong places, needs 
help. Love fantasies and have lots 

of hot oil. Meet me at gate 109 at: 
Greyhound. EO3 

MASSAGE 
Massage, rubdown, FF enemas. 
|BankAmericard (415) 647-4113 [E09 

    
  

  

  

EXPERT MASSEUR BLACK 
Downtown SF Anytime 

776-9972 E03 
  

Total sensual massage by muscular 
well-built man, 25. Handsome, 
talented, Jack. 552-4400. E03 ee a ee rT es 
Relaxing - Private Complete 
massage. Jim 776-7287. E-3 

Versatile nude masseur, delivers 

exciting, complete massage any- 

time! Dave: 26, 5'11", 160# ’, clean 
cut, trim and hung! 824-5343. E03 

Tall, trim and teriffic guy delivers 
  

total sensual massage, anytime! 
Chad, 27, 6’, 160# , clean-cut, hot 
& hung. 826-1076. E03 

Clean cut, slender, age 43, massage 
any age. A touch of class. 431-6072. 

E04 

Handsome 26 year old bodybuilder, 

expert masseur. Gary 626-9925 E04 

Man learning and practicing mas- 
sage needs man 18-35 with good 
body to practice massage tech- 

nique on. Have 6 months exper- 

ience. Learning Shiatahis. No chg. 
Noon to 7:30 daily. East Bay Leon. 

562-2464. E04 

Dark eyes Ricky from Miami call 

282-1597. Welcome Bartenders and 

Dancers. Try Me Guys! EO3 

Complete & caring massage by trirh 

yng man in privacy. Plse call Jim 

776-7287 (Total) $20.00 Plus wkly. 
rate available. E04 

Latino Bienvenidos masagista Jo- 

ven, De Miami. Rick 282-1597 
Llamenme O dejen mensaje! EO3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Strictly prof body massage for men 

& women 10 AM to 10 PM. Reas 

rates. Call Doug at 621-7191. Not a 
sex ad. EO3 

PEOPLE 
Jimbo Junior* * * Hung like 

Jumbo Senior. New in town. 

Blond Aries Hunky, Hot, Horney & 

Sure. Outcalls . . . let me be your 

blonde Koala Bear. 771-4506. 

Hot young stud needs financial 

assist for school Call Robert. 

928-2542. EO3 

CHECK OUT OUR ACTION 
East of Eden Sauna 1205 E. Bay- 

shore Rd. Palo Alto. THE SWING- 

INGIST CLUB ON THE PENIN- 
SULA. Men only Monday Thru 

Thursday. Fri-Sat & Sundays 

COED-something for any body. 

325-9121. EO3 

Help in an expanding plant bus- 

iness. Can become a partner. Live 

in good natured age not imp. Write 
w/description and ambitions & 
phone Etc. Peter M. Box 22342 SF. 

CA.94122. EO3 

Hot man H S Football player needs 

a little help going to school. 5’ 11”, 
165 Ibs very well built. Call Greg 
826-4840. EO3 

NUDE EXHIBITIONIST WANTED 
Young male wanted for a model/ 
photographer fantasy trip. | will 

give you a free oil massage in 

exchange for your nude modeling. 
Mellow experience only. Call Rick 

387-4820. E04 

MARTY or his friends. We met at 
Club/Post Baths 1/22, it was the 
first time for us to go there. You 
were locker 218, | was 224. | must 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

talk to you again. If anyone knows §& 
him please ask him to call Tom § 

965-3989. Live happily! E04 

FANTASIES? UNIFORMS, LEA- 
THER, LEVIS, JOCK, OR THE 
REAL THING: MASCULINE GUY, 
32 ATHLETIC AND LEAN (42C, 
30W) WANTS TO GET HIGH AND 
GET IT ON WITH OTHER SIMILAR 
TYPES ONLY. NO FFA. SCOTT 
775-8790. EO3 

  

    

  

Rick aims to please* * * Rick is no 

tease® * * Rick speaks Japanese! 

Really!!! Swarthy young, hung, 

Italian with wit and exuberance 

—(415) 771-4506. E03 
  

Humpy, hung, hippie. Steve. 
626-2542. EO3 

Yng Apollo blond, well endowed, 
verst. Bruce Juul 564-2171. E05 

Tues. & Wed. is Buddy Day at 

Fred's in Redwood City, 1718 
Bdwy. 2 for the price of one, can 

you afford not to...kum? (Stu- 
dent discount same as usual.) E03 

Guy in Sydney Australia will enter- 

tain visiting gay guys for goodtime. 
No money. Phone Paul 358-2943 
Sydney Australia. E05 

The world is getting smaller so gay 

& straight people are learning to 

share the same roof-at-Fred’'s in 

Redwood City. Being who you are 

and allowing space for others . . . is 

this anyway to run a world??? You 

bet it is. 1718 Bdwy 365-9303 Plus 
free food & refreshments - kum - 

out! E03 

ROOMATES 
Scorpio male wants you to share 

his SF flat, walks on the beach, 

candlelit dinners, good times and 

bad, anniversaries (at least one a 

week) on a permanent basis if you 
are honest, homeloving, and need 

total security (both physical and 

emotional) coupled with some 

adventure and if you can relate to a 

strong masculine (yet compassion- 
ate) figure. Sharing expenses, 
indulgence in or tolerance of social 

alcohal and tobacco, and a fond- 
ness for cats would be required. 

You should also need an inordinate 

amount of attention and affection, 

like gourmet food and quiet 

evenings in front of the fire. 
Another Scorpio would be fine but 

it might be tiring at times. It might 
take some time to nurture a mean- 

ingful relationship but it could be 
worth it. Shall we try? Call me at 

  

  

  

  

  

  

EO3 861-6996 before 10PM. Keep trying. 
EO3 

  

South Lake Tahoe 

Yng professional seeks perm 

resident to share luxury twnhse. 

So. Lake Tahoe. Extras. Must be 

neat, mellow, masc. Reply Occu- 

  

Wart Hog needs Wart Hogette for 
good old fashioned slimy times. 
Meet me at Powell & Mkt., you 

can’t miss the smell and the litter. 

EO3 

Share Oakland Victorian with gay 

male 31, straight woman 31. Lge 

rms, furnished, view, fireplace, 

formal dining, 2 story Ig base w/ 
washmachine. 1 min. to 580, 10 min 
to SF. We are Fisher-Hoffman 
grads. Prefer gay male, mature 

25-35, w/job. Non smoker. $120 
plus util. 839-1279, EO3 

Roomate wanted - Emp. resp gay 

male-shr. 2 br mod apt. 1 blk off 

Castro/Mkt. $150/mo - $80 dep plus 
2 utils. Br unfurn - AEK and Idry in 

bldg. Call Bill at 552-3537 or 4096 
17th St. # 115 5-9PM Eves or any- 

time wkend. EO3 

Need a roomate in East Bay? Am 

w/m, 32, employed, stable. to $200 

plus util. Own room. Have show 

dog. Call 533-4153 btween 7 & 11 
PM. E04 

FORRENT 
$275 Giant 4 sunny rms, upper Mkt. 

Huge Ir, big kitchen loaded with 

shelves & pantry, full dr, large br, 

hardwood, garage, new decor, 

some view, quiet, refs. 431-9897, 

861-6135. EO3 

$150 up clean studio Post/Polk 

441-0577/771-8533. $160 up Ig 
studio/BR Octavia/Oak 771-8533. 
$700 2 BR +Den 2% bath, Formal 

DR, Frpl, New Kit, 1800 sq ft 

Post/Larkin. 771-8533/441-0577. 
E04 

Luxury studio condo. Fabulous 
dwtn, SF bridge and bay views 

from 3 bedrooms and living rm, 

fireplace, 2 baths. Great for 3 guys. 

$600 333-1704. 1 block to busline. 
: EO3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Polk-Sutter Studio furn. $100/mo. 
No pets. 474-1721 or 885-4446. E-6 

Wildest in the West. % block to 
BART - Greyhound - Golden Gate 
Transit & Muni. Not just the center 

of the action, but where it's at. 
National Gay Hotel. 1139 Market 
St., San Francisco, 94103. $5 
nightly, 22.50 weekly. 864-9343 E-5 

UNFURN STUD. & 1 BEDROM 
$1256 - $175. Lrg apt. $240 gym, 
whirlpool, sundeck, steam room. 

  

  

  

   

pant, Box 14233, South Lake 851 O'Farrell (no pets) 885-4446 or 

Tahoe, CA 95702. E03 474-0776. E-5 
- - 

MLWAYS OPEN 
Y PARKING 
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$400 a mo. 8 rm vict flat. New 
kitchen, new paint, 2 wrtg fire- 
places, hardwood floor, rugs a 
must. Phone 824-7833 before noon 

please. EO3 

6 rm house w sun deck, garage, 
new appliances, tile bath, own P&G 
garden on 22 line. $306 mo. 

Evenings 5-7, 282-3440. EO3 

New garden apt in fine victorian 

sunny, private patio, yard, deluxe 

kitchen, all appliances rustic, cedar 

walls, tile floors & counters, 
laundry, one bedroom, private 

entrance, near Panhandle. Ready 

now. $325 incl utilities 861-3691E03 

Be chic, ethnic or whatever. You 
too can live in a ghetto of your 

choice! See how the other half live! 
Daily muggings a guarantee! Learn 
how to storm City Hall Meetings; 

you too can disrupt Supervisorial 

meetings when they ignore the 
conditions of the masses. It's better 
than reading about it in the paper! 

Have something to write home 
about. Call or write TODAY for free 
information! Each ghetto dwelling 
comes with your very own Red 

Cross kit, 3 Free lessons in guerrilla 
wartare and a box of the /atest and 
guaranteed roach & rodent pesti- 
cides. EO3 

Seeing the city, or staying, need a 

nice clean room, try Youngmen'’s 

Hotel, 719 Ellis. Heart of the Action. 
Call Mgr. after 10 AM Daily 

885-4399. EO8 

  

  

  

  

4 room victorian Buena Vista Park. wish to be more assertive? You 

Sunny, hardwood floors, newly may discover that hypnosis is use- 
decorated. Gay Manager $195-$215 {| ‘Find out from Advocate advisor 
864-8066 Jesse Miller. Call (415) 524-1314 
Mod 4 rm apt. Put ent Irg lvng rm, HT| professional training. E06 
Irg bdrm, din rm, kit & bath. Newly 

Dec. hdwd, stv/frig, laundry fac. 

$265 mo. Avil 3/1 65 Sanchez 
626-8911 after 6 PM. EO4 

Immaculate VICT. 5 rm top fir, 

sunny, Bernal Hts, view, deck, new 

paint, w/w, new bath, disp VACATIONS PLANNED 

FOR A GAY LIFESTYLE 
WHETHER A CRUISE, 
CLUB MED VILLAGES, 
MEXICO OR HAWAII. 
NEVER A SERVICE 

dishwshr, frplc, Indry. Privacy. 2- 
prsns. No pet. $325 824-7009. EO? 

CHARGE. ASK SOME- 
ONE WHO HAS BEEN 

$375, 2 bdrm flat dish W, AEK, 

THERE. 

gar., view. 17th & Roosevelt. Alsc! 

  

        
  

office space 176 sq ft. $175. Please 

call Dan 563-0820 after 6 PM EO3 

Mens single or share furn. or unfurn 
studios. $150-$175 recently re- 

modeled - util incl. elec. kit tiled 

bath/shower, stm.rm, whirlpool, 

sundeck (nude area). Bodybuilding 

  

gym, laundry fac. Close to 3 i 
business. No pets. (employed) fl 17 Years Experience in Travel 
885-4446 or 673-1016. E12 { (415) 346-4916 

    

  

SERVICES 
Let me assit you with your Real 

Estate Investments. Buying, selling, 
trades, etc. Free consultation call § 
Chuck Caldwell, Agent. 661-9600 or| jg 
474-1861. EO3| 

General housecleaning. Efficient, b 
reliable, reasonable, references. 

Michael 647-7370. E03 § 

  

  

  

Unisex hair style salon for rent. Exc. 

location rent negot. Polk-Sutter. 
885-4446 Joe. EO3 

Secluded Cabins. Mendocino 
Coast. Beach, kitchens. 10% dis- 
count with ad. (707) 884-3522 E04 

  

  

4 rooms prestige victorian. Fire- 

places, hardwood floors, open 

porch and garden. Parking. Gay 

manager. $195-235. Call 864-8066 
for apt. EO3 

  

    

       

genital 
(CT 

Since 72 : 

| THE MOST EFFECTIVE DEVICE i 
KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE. | 

US.PAT.379915/ 

Our customers have reported 
INCREASE COCK size. ..2-3-4 
and 5 inches. Unbelievable, 
but true! Order yours now. 

pevice only *15 
POSTPAID 

NOT SOLD IN STORES 
Send to... 

MR. BALLMOR 
P.0.BOX 42097 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
94142 

       
  

  

    
    
             
  

        
       

Name 

Street 

City & State 

   

    

   

HOUSE CLEANING ‘ 
Res. rates Ref. 2 yrs Exp. |} 

Call Gary & Larry 647-2247 E05 

  

MOVING HAULING DELIVERIES 
2men with large van 

Reasonable rates { 
Jon 431-0152/552-4425 E04 | 8 == BR Income Fares   

  

BUT 

NO MORE THAN YOU 

MUST 

AND 

AS PAINLESSLY 

AS POSSIBLE 

Granny’ 
Truckers 
Why are we 
the Busiest? | 

Ask around! MORNINGS 

1606 Facght 
AFTERNOONS 

549-4 Castro } 
PHONE 

626-1946    
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:JACK DOUGAL: 
Jeweler 

FOR ARTISTRY 
IN JEWELRY... 

Se Habla Espanol 

Expert Watch Repair 

2525 MISSION ST. 

San Francisco 

647-3422 

Ask for Betty Dougal 
0000000000000 000000° 

Grandma's housecleaning dept. 
Serving The Bay Area for 5 years. 

    

} 387-2668 or 957-9300 E04 
  

MAIL SERVICE FOR 5 %¢ A DAY! 

Use our street address for your 

private mail. David Kaye's Mail 
Center, 433 Hyde, nr O'Farrell 

771-9700 info. E05 

\ |PEOPLETAPE— PERSONAL AD 
  

PHONE. Meet a lover, sell your 

® ‘bike. Phone 771-9911 now. Ads are 

$1 for 20 wds. 433 Hyde St. EOS 
  

  

HOUSECLEANING/HANDYMAN 

Painting, wallpapering, Lt. elec., 

@ carpentry. You name it. Rob the 

HANDYMAN 495-3088. EOS 

Housecleaning/Party bartender, 
  

3 waiter, 2 gv Italian studs, reas. 
(rates. Call Bob - Joe. 552-3819. E03 
  

  

DISCERNING 
GAY INTRODUCTIONS 

an allemalive way lo meel 

Yr YY YY YY YY YL 
i i i i lel CMM viele OMOMOMOMD fb 

  

WE'LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD 
MOVING & 
HAULING 

4 years experience 

Large Enclosed Van 
Every job owner supervised 

Reasonable Rates 
Extremely Careful 

Call Keith - 282-8085 E-3 
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RESIDENTIAL PAINTING 
HIGH CLASS WORK AT 
MODERATE RATES. 

ABLE TO ADVISE ON COLOR 
SELECTIONS & COORDINATING. 

CALL PAUL 771-9955 E03 

House and Apt. Cleaning. Also 

interior painting safe, reliable, 

dependable. Local References. Call 

Tom 863-7363. E03 

BUILDING — REMODELING 
Electrical, plumbing, home repair- 

ing anything for $8.00 hr. Flat rate. 
Call Gary, 2824389. ES 

Decks & nothing but decks!! Your 

design or mine. Photos of past work. 
Von 285-2884. E06 

INCOME TAX RETURNS PRE- 
PARED BY CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANT 788-1140 EO7 

  

  

  

  

APARTMENT 
REMODELING 
SPECIALISTS 

Done with Care and 

Precision 

from Basement to Attic; 

from Kitchen 

to Bathroom. 

Make your Home 

the Castle 
every Man deserves. 

JD &K 
DOES ALL CONSTRUCTION 

From Plumbing to Painting; 
from Cabinetry to Lighting. 

SERVING CALIFORNIA 

from San Francisco 

to San Jose! 

Call: (415) 364-8915 
For Information   

  

  

    

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PHONE AMOUNT ENCLOSED 
    

Please make all checks payable to: Bay Area Reporter 

Mail to : B.A.R., 1550 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 

  

    
    
    

    

  

Rates: 
FIRSTLINE 

$1.00 
All Subsequen 

Lines 
$.50 
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Donald McLean 

  

  

  

Stage: The 
Royal Family Farvers 1927 comedy it 

"The Royal ily. 
Dealing wit 

    
currentl housin 
Feb. 19 y z 

Show Biz in Review 

The Curran Theater is 
thru 

George S. 
Edna 

Family. 
nothing more 

important than the foibles 
of the first family of the 
American stage (lig 
atterned after the 
oyant Barrymores), 
1 of ti 

Eva La Gallienne as the matriarch Fanny and Leonard Frey as the flam- 

withstands the 
me due mainly to 

bouyant Tony share a homey moment in "The Royal Family.” 

htly 
am- 
the 
test 
the 

      

  

No 
BRAD REBULLOSA DANA BALIN 

  

PAUL DELVECCHIO 

CABARET REVUE WED, FRI, SAT. 9306 11:30 

fact that the director, 
Ellis Rabb, kept the play 
in '27 period and presents 
it as a fond look back at 
an era of more grace, 
stature and abandon than 
we are accustomed to in 
an era of worry, hustle 
and grubby plays about 
grubby people with grubby 
problems . . . who grub for 
a living. 

Enter the Cavendish 
family, three generations 
of leading actors on stage, 
screen and touring tents. 
The elder matriarch 
Penny, now no longer to 
play but planning a tour/- 
comeback right up until whenever things 

DINNER RESERVATIONS - TEL: 7757574 
1390 California at Hyde San Francisco 

the end; Julie, the bright- 
est star on Broadway, and 
her wild brother Tony, 
faintly tainting the 
family's honor by appear- 
ing in motion pictures 
(aka Ethel an John 
Barrymore), and Julie's 
daughter Gwen, about to 
make her debut as the 
newest member of the 
Cavendish clan. For three 
madly-paced acts, the 
Cavendishes banter sharp 
repartee, fling themselves 
in and out of Elinor Glynn 
and Isadora Duncan poses, 
and threaten imminent 
retirement from the stage 

get too 

  

  

  

   

   

  

SAT. FEB 5 

SUN. FEB 6 

= HT 

SINTRA" eX 11E 
10:30 pm. 

4:00 & 7:30pm. 

SAT. FEB 12 

SUN. FEB 13 

SUTTER’S MILL 
RESERVED SEATING Tickets $5.00, available at Sutter's Mill 315 Bush St. 397 0121 

ET IE REL Tu) 
4:00 & 7:30pm. 
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tense. ‘l'he 
cated people, living up to theatricality the play lend meaning if 
everyone's image of what demands to make it work. found a slight projection 

It is not camp, although it problem vocall 
Ellis Rabb has directed may spear so to us night in the ‘cavernous 

revival, full of today; it is a fond look at Curran, she is well worth 
bravura energy. a forgotten style of acting listening intently to. 

8 when melodrama reigned is the ~thoroug 
final death 

real hams actors are. 

a dazzlin 
spark an 

e favors the "hard to na S 
target" theory supreme. And it is played sional, her 

demanding with conviction by "an scene a gem of fleeting 
everyone constantly shift, excellent com 
pace and sweep across the 

a movin 
of blocking, 

i that 

it's a wise decision an 

    

    

      
  

are the dedi- exacts the 

could easil 

Sam Levene as Oscar, the agent, and Carole Shelley as Julie 
Cavendish, a member of ‘The Royal Family.” 

emotions. 

The SURF Theatres 
present at 

mk 

CAIRO 
THEATRE 

  

February 15 at 8PM 
in a Special Organ Concert 

ON THE CASTRO THEATRE ORGAN 

Come to the CASTRO THEATRE and see the : 1esioN 
Admiss! REBIRTH OF A MOVIE PALACE 

3.00 Castro at Market — San Francisco 

Tickets Available At 
San Francisco: Castro, Surf, Clay, Lumiere Theatres 

Daly City: Golden Gate Piano & Organ, Serramonte Center 

San Mateo: Golden Gate Piano & Organ, Borel Square 

Busses are available from Serramonte Center and 
Borel Square in San Mateo 

BAY.AREA REPORTER. FEBRUARY 3; 1977" -PAGE 2§ 

sweeping inflection that does not 

any. 
As the matrinach, Eva In contrast to Miss Le 

stage; in the case of a Le Gallienne brings great Gallienne is 
y dignity and wry humor to Shelley as Julie. 

ecome unbearably talky, the role. Miss Le Shelley flutters, 
d Gallienne is a marvel of storms, cajoles 

reat fun to watch. He economy to learn from, general offers 
eeps the focus sharp and never wasting a gesture or damnedest assortment o 

    

        

     

      

  

theatrical fireworks seen 
in many a year. It is a 
Magnificent performance 
that wrings £very poten- 
tial laugh from the script 
and yet never oversteps 
into caricature. Her Julie 
is a woman of enormous 
humor and compassion, an 
actress of glamour and 
stature and still vulner- 
able. Miss Shelley knows 
the value of a "darting 
glance, a gesture frozen 
and a sudden complete 
lack of affectation ‘in a 
role brimming with affec- 
tation. While Miss Le 
Gallienne provides the 
rock basis of the play, 
Miss Shelley generates ‘a 
good portion of the 
excitement of the eve- 

ning. 
am Levene plays (what 

else?) the family's agent. 
It is a skilled performance 
that makes little demand 
of him but he makes the 
most of every opportu- 
nity. Leonard Frey gets 
the juicy role of Tony 
with his’ outrageous ba 
manners, dashing dis- 

I regard for mortal conven- 
tions and the ability to 

opening never enter or exit a room 
without causing complete 
havoc. It is a tour de 

She force role, and Fre 
brings it almost off. But 
not quite. It lacks the 
commitment of total 
suspension of belief, 
which would allow him to 
become the larger-than- 
life screen lover who lives 

» his role 24 hours a day. 
Nl Frey avoids the pitfall of 

caricature barely, but he 
comments upon Tony as 
an actor by forcing the 
ham instead of sweeping 
all before him with con- 
viction. It is a self- 
conscious Pericimance; 
not to imply that he is not 
good indeed and often 
very funny, but Frey's 
Tony never takes stage 
center. 

In the Supporting roles, 
Richard Woods and Laura 
Stuart are firstrate as the 
strident, untalented rela- 
tives who live off the 
Cavendish name. Woods 
especially scores with one 
brief scene with Shelley 
when his facade momen- 
tarily crumbles. Fran 

Salisbury is excellent as 
the maid Della and Ellen 
Fiske is vocally shrill and 
weak as the daughter 
Gwen. Oliver Smith's set 
is handsome, Ann Roth's 
costumes are stunning, 
and the lighting by John 
Gleason underscores the 
entire production beauti- 
fully. iy 

"The Royal Family" is 
not a masterpiece of play- 
writing, nor was it ever 
intended as much, more 
than a rather sentimental 
comedy well-crafted, but 
the production at the 
Curran offers theater- 
goers an opportunity to 
see what skilled actors 
and direction can do to 
give a cragky 1927 play 
new life and enormous 
vitality. Unlike its recent 
redecessor, "A Matter of 
ravity," this lay gives 

as good as it gets. 

  

Club: 
Julie Wilson & 
Shelley Pryor 

For one too-short week, 
the Mocambo (Polk at 
Sutter) hosted the 
strangest double bill I've 
ever seen. Headlining was 
the incomparable Julie 
Wilson, whose praises I 
will never tire of lauding. 
In this outing, she brought 
along pianist William Roy 
and = their combined 
expertise rovided the 
most satisfying hour of 
entertainment ~ clubgoers 
could demand. Be it a 
tribute to Billie Holiday, a 
brilliant medley from 
Sondheim's Follies," 
shady ladies parodied with 
affection or just a good 
old-fashioned "torch song 
like "But Not For Me, 
Julie Wilson proved once 
again she is an original 
and a master showwoman. 
Miss Wilson plans to retire 
from show "business this 
coming September; The 
Mocambo has booked her 
farewell appearance for 
two weeks in August, so 
lucky San Franciscans 
may be the last ones to 

F. J. JACKSON entertaining 
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY 

at our sing-along piano-bar 

LUNCHES (Mon. thru Fri) 1-230 
Prices to suit the working person's pocketbook 

DINNERS Nightly 6-11:00 
Specials from 4.50, in addition to our regular menu 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11-300 
Specializing in gourmet brunches at reasonable prices 

2237 Powell Tel. 3.97.97.97   
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GERTRUDE STEIN WAS WRONG! 

THERE IS A THERE THERE! 

BACHELOR 
QUARTERS 
OAKLAND 

OPENS 
VALENTINES’ DAY 

FEBRUARY 14th 
A NEW DELUXE HEALTH CLUB FOR MEN. LUXURY APPOINTMENTS. 60 FOOT SWIMMING POOL. 

COLONIAL COURT SUN PATIO. AMPLE FREE PARKING. 

  

    
LOGO COURTESY OF CHARLES PIERCE 

IN THE MEANTIME, ENJOY OUR AWARD WINNING PALO ALTO SPA, ESTABLISHED IN 1971. 
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AT BAYSHORE FREEWAY (HEGENBERGER ROAD) 

415 - 325-7575 4185 - 568-7575 
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CHARTERS TO: 

HAWAII $179 

LONDON $359 

GAY TRIPS TO: 

AMSTERDAM $449 

HONG KONG $499 

LONDON $ 599° 

ORIENT RY CTToly 

~ “includes airfare, hotels, 
x transfers, some meals 

[ 

passport to leisure 
J sn race travel specialists 

586A CASTRO STREET (415) 621-8300 
3985 - 24th STREET (415) 824-7200   
   

  

  

CARL 
THE 

see her perform. 
Opening the bill was 

Shelley Pryor. Ms. Pryor 
is the former wife ~of 
Richard Pryor; I would not 
make much of this except 
that she does. She is a 
potentially talented 
actress/poetess who 
devotes her act to blank 
verse renderings about the 
black/white pressures of 
inter-racial marriage 
(with a photo of her 
Black, 7 year old daughter 
on the piano), the mental 
castration of men, a 
Chicano servant in Pacific 
Heights, ad infinitum, all 
told in the crudest terms 
possible (any act that 
closes with her waving the 
American flag and sweet- 
ly saying "mother fucker" 
I have to acknowledge 
sheer guts to). It would 
seem more appropriate 
that Ms. Pryor pay $40.00 
an hour to a good psychia- 
trist and rid herself of her 

  

    CART 
PEARL BAN 

CONCERT 

  

  
SAT FEB.S5-2T1TiLLS PM. 
TRANSPORTATION TO & FROM THE 

POLLS FOR EMPRESS XIl.... 

VOTE! 

AT BONES 1840 HAIGHT 
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anxieties, rather than 
expect a nightclub audi- 
ence pay money to watch 
her dreary catharsis. It is 
a downer, but worse, it's 
no way, shape or form 
entertainment. Pryor's 
social consciousness 
stopped with Jack 
Kerouac and coffee 
houses. The lady herself 
has charm and warmth on- 
stage; now she needs an 
act! 

  

Film: 
Madame Kitty 

Based upon fact, 
"Madame Kitty" now play- 
Ing at the Royal Theater 
tells the story of Berlin's 
most popular brothel in 
the late 30's. The Nazi's 
mentality is reflected in 
S.S. officer Wallenberg's 
desire to rise to become a 
member of Hitler's inner 
cabinet Ny setting up 
Madame Kitty in a new 
bugged brothel outside 
Berlin, where twenty 
trained Gestapo girls are 
recruited as whores to sp 
upon Nazi officers an 
report back 
Wallenberg. 2 

It's a potentially 
dynamite theme that gets 
dissipated by the diffdsed 
direction of Tinto Brass. 
Borrowing heavily from 
Visconti, = Bergman and 
even Fellini, Brass offers 
a hodgepodge of tech- 
niques cinematically, none 
of which do more than 
make it look like hack work by a director of no 
imagination. The cast notably suffers of course, 
particularly Teresa Ann 
avoy as the spy/whore 

who becomes Wallenberg's 
mistress and eventual 
destroyer. 
Stars Ingrid Thulin as 

Kitty and Helmut Berger 
as Wallenber coast through with aplomb, and Tina umont is impressive 
as Berger's Lesbian wites 

25 He, wg and 
eandering script (though 

the photography is quite 
good overall). Tr 
1t is not the acting that 
will attract audiences for Madame Kitty." 

Kitty" is a must for its X-rating. Thulin first appears in half-man, half- woman drag with her chorus of = homosexual 

id 

3 
X 
1 
4 

  

waiters, similar to 
Berger's turn in "The 
Damned." The film is a 
veritable barrage of tits 
and cocks, guaranteed to 
appeal to anyone's pruri- 
ar interest. After years 
of teasing the camera, 
Berger finally reveals it 
all in the final moments 
of the film (and_ well 
worth looking at). Bekim 
Fehmu sheds his clothes 
for a scene, there is a 
sterile orgy when 20 
officers enter naked in 
various stages of arousal 
to deflower the 20 
Gestapo girls, and both 
Savoy and Aumont wander 
around totally nude for 
much of the footage. The 
film varies between the 
erotic sexual acts and the 
viciousness of the Nazi 
mentality. Homosexual or 
heterosexual, there's 
fomething in "Madame 
Kitty" o appeal to 
everyone ... as long as 
they think with their 
roin. 
"Madame Kitty" is not a 

articularly ood film, 
oi it might have been 
under different direction, 
but it is bizarre, gro- 
tesque and sexually per- 
verse enough to guarantee 
a good, smutty evening of 
peekaboo voyeurism. 

Donald McLean 

  

Castro Organ 
Recital 

Hector Olivera, the 
classically-trained, inter- 
nationally renowned 
theatre organ virtuoso, 
will perform a full eve- 
ning concert of classical 
and popular music Tues- 
day evening, Feb. 15, at 
the Castro Theatre, 
Castro & Market Sts. 

At a mere 30 ... Mr. 
Olivera is considered by 
many to be one of the 
greatest organists the 
world has yet produced. 
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Lagi? Et 

Classical Organist Hector Olivera in concert at the Castro. 

It was at the Buenos Aires 
Conservatory where he gh 

mprovisation. At the Kk 
of nine the Buenos k- 

Bogen to develop the Art 
of 

e 
Aires Symphon er- 
formed X B Suite." P In 
1964 he was awarded aff 
scholarship by the Juliard 
School of Music. 
. Some of Olivera's more JH 
important credits jaciuds; - 
Winner of the Nation 
Competition on Improvi- gu 
sation sponsored by the fix 
American Guild of Organ- Bg 
ists and a concert at     

Helmut Berger bares all for “Madame Kitty” at the Royal. 

Carnegie Hall that 
attracted by far the 
largest audience ever to 
attend an organ concert 
and ended with a two- 
minute standing ovation. 
At a recent performance 

authority on the organ, 
said that Hector was one 
of the 
ever heard. 

Olivera is part of a con- 
tinuing series of theatre 
organ concerts by the 
nation's leading virtuosi, 
performing on the 

astro's gian 
console. 

ed 7 2 
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3rd Cable Car 
Awards 

] polminatons, fr, ill able Car Awards Dr. William Barnes, worl Lava Den on et ey San 

the winners Fil he 
announced at the ir 

eatest be had Annual Cable Car Awards 
ito be held Sunday, Feb. 6 
7:30 pm, at the new Gay 
enter, 330 Grove St. 

Public voting will begin on 
he Sunday at 6:30 pm, and all | 

  

t electronic ballots must be turned in 
The cate- by 7:30 pm. 

gories are: 

|San Francisco Personality 
of the Year 

h Outstanding Gay Parade 
Poa (Bar) 
utstanding 

Float (Organization) 
Outstanding 

} vidual 
Outstanding 

ization 
Best Halloween Group 

(Individual or Couple 

Community Events 
Qutstanding Social 
Columnist 

tion 

or Bar 
Outstanding 
Business 

  

& 
S.tbmide ii 

130 BUSH STREET 

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104 

TELEPHONE (415) 981-3915 

  

INSURANCE 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Gay Parade 

Charity 
Fund-Raiser By An Indi- 

Charity 
Fund-Raiser By An Organ- 

Best Halloween Costume 

Most Active Bike Club in 

[Outstanding Bar Promo- 

Outstanding Theme Deco- 
rations by an Organization 

Supportive 

Outstanding Bike Event of door. A public ballot 

  

the Year . accompanies each ticket 
Bar Most Cooperative purchased. 
with Bike Clubs 
Outstanding News 
eporter : 

Outstanding Critic Super-8 Film 
Pusstanding Staff Conisi- F tival 
ution (Performing Arts 

Outstanding Technical es 
Achievement (Performing 
Arts) : : 
Outstanding Performing A Gay super-8mm film 
Achievement ... festival will be held on 
Outstanding Contribution Wednesday, Feb.9, at 

i to the Performing Arts 8:00pm at 32 Page St. 
In addition, special| Involved are a group of 

awards will be presented|Gay filmmakers from the 
to the Community Soft-|Bay Area. This festival 
ball League and ‘to the|wi offer low-budget 
Silver Sage  Softball|{super-8mm films that can 
Organization. Empress afford to be open in their 
Flame and Emperor Gay perspective. 
‘Hector will also present hile "no super-8mm 
an award for outstanding porno movies are slated, 
hospitality in their several films with an 
travels. erotic viewpoint will be 

Tickets are available at seen. = 
the Record House - $2.00 Admission is free. 
advance; $2.50 at the 

or    

   

  

SAN FRANCISCO 
METROPOLITAN 

COMMUNITY CHURCH 
Rev. Charles W. Larsen, M. Div., Pastor 

  

... Sunday services: 1 PM and 7:30 PM 
Wednesday service: 7:30 PM 

23rd & Capp Sts., 1 block off Mission 
Mission United Presbyterian Church 

Counseling available 

Church office: 1076 Guerrero, S.F., 94110 

(415) 285-0392 

  

     

   
   

        

    

  

    
   
   

  

   

    

  
    
   

! Guaranteed hair replacement with the latest 

most sophisticated surgical alternative to hair transplants 

Simple cosmetic surgery. Independent doctors 

Local anesthetic. Undetectable     

   

   

  

    For information 
   

Name 
  

    

     

   

Address 
  

     Phone Age 

300 Montgomery St. Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94104 (415) 788-7171 
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The Men in My 

  

A Winter Silhouette 

  

by Paul-Francis Hartmann 
| 

Southern California has his walk. A worker's look lover, and all the "hot"| 

(2) “Help each member to 2 litics or small interest 
groups. 

develo the skills and 
understanding needed to 
implement the new Prin- 

= ciples of Unity - through 
study and activities. 
(3) ‘Develop stronger ties 
with cultural, educational 
and media groups and col- 
lectives as part of the 
rocess of = community 
uilding - not as an 

"alternative" but as an 
antidote. 2 
(4) Continue the solidar- 
ity work and strengthen 
the alliances with all 
other progressive groups - 

ilds, electoral party 

For two years BAGL 
according to its Febru 
ay has provided 

the Bay Area with a 
coming-to 
Gay RE boots: And toda 
it is one of the largest an 
most active of the Gay 
liberation groups in the 

ether place for 

BAGL PHONES 

32 Page St. 
621-9400 
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been described: not as a 
place but as a state of 
mind. Not so San Fran- 
cisco, which is both a 
state of mind and a place 
- one of the world's favor- 
ite Camelots. Mention 
anywhere in the world, 
"I'm from San Francisco, 
and one is granted 
tavored-nation status 
similar to the reception a 
Canadian extracts b 
hoisting his maple leaf). 
Immediate envy sets in, 
except from the talented, 
ambitious, or accom- 
lished. They know 
etter. ; ! 
Bay Area residents like 

to “appear cool and 
mellow. They neither 
spew Texan hot air nor 
sport an abrasive Jersey 

ity dialect. They are 
studiously casual, 
ungemenking and satu- 
ated in dated culture 
sometimes referred to as 

a European tradition). A 
baby carriage is a rare 
city sight; no one pays 
much attention to the 
Archbishop, and the 
Mormon _~ Church has 
figured it best to temple 
itself in Oakland. he 
local press is ever in 
search of colorful charac- 
ters, an iridescence hard 
to spot in a city of 
dressed-down inmates. 

Two hallmarks of the 
San Francisco male man- 
nikin: he is attractive and 
begayed. Even the local 
female has been begayed; 
soon on she learns that it's 
a tough town to get laid in 
and harder yet to land a 
usband. v Sa husban Even an "acci- 

dental" pregnancy fails to 
turn the trick. Pe 
other handsome go 
catch is homosexual, and 
it's almost axiomatic that 
the very boy worth bring- 
ing home to Mother would 
probably prefer to sleep 
with Brother. > 

Within the larger Sipe 
scape and the composite 
behavior pattern, alien 
groups can be subtracted 
and studied: the Blacks, 
the Latinos, the Orientals, 
the Filipinos. The City's 
PrStiominant minority are 
he Gays, yet they are 

politically the least 
powerful. The Gay sub- 
culture shares character- 
istics with other OUT 
groups (impotence and 
Exploitation) all the while 
pathfinding for the IN 
crowd. ~~ This hybrid 
pilgrim is not always 
Prictogenio. Dorian Gray 
ves on. . . 

The Pilgrim's Profile 

jdoors in forest or desert.|stand clear. In the bars 

and 

sessions are few, an 
i ) ion increasingly, when 

Fo818, Little ay puistion attackede 8 new breed has 
ds. 4 

... from furnished room and bringing charges. 

is cultivated: rope, numbers he hasn't had yet. 
canvas, chains, studs, and His tricks, your tricks,” my 
rivets. More than likely tricks. He is often lonely, 
he owns neither suit nor usually adrift, and faces 
tie and certainly not an the world with a kind of 
overcoat. He doesn't emotional lobotomy. 
wear underwear of any Before he leaves to get 
kind and has had VD at home to the "friend" or 
least a half dozen times. |strikes out in the early- 

The hair, whatever the orang fog, he'll take 
style, is usually flattering, your phone number, but 
pRSably soft, and possibly never call. Merely part of 
curly. Long stringy hair is the ritual. The next time 
out, piercing one ear is in, you meet, there'll be a 
and fattoos are spreading. nod, a knowing half-smile 
The pilgrim's face, with((meaning he has forgotten 
either mustache or beard|your name) and that pass- 
or both, has a fetchi ne signal that tonight he's 
natural look, hewn out-of=|out for bigger game. So 

  

This mountaineer avoids he seldom makes a move 
office pallor and paunch, before 1:30am - up to 
and ‘the  burnt-to-a-|then it's lining = up 
crispness of his beachier numbers, occasionall 
brothers. He's clean, but|Shooting them a latera 
not compulsively hygienic|glance to see whether he as ten years ago (after all, [Still holds their interest. 
he's learned to eat in/When a hoped-for trick 
health food huts). ~Hair-|€Xits the bar, his heart 
cuts are put off, and Sinks. | 
several days might pass, The lights go up, but without shaving. ~ Starch-| there are still the baths, 
3 i the donut shops, the 
geod DE Den i he after-hours black back 
smiles easily but not with|/Looms the streets. |: 
Southern flash, His skin is Standing outside the bar: 
clearer than his eyes: his|after ¢ OSE: ALS. Makes : 

; il1-| himself ava 
on body Se avilt time. But more unreach-   
readily. Trusting, he's able than ever. For no | 

a i one wants to be rejected i a to love first publicly, in tho os Jody 

&f he drives a car, it's desperate minutes, 
more than likely a small 

many ways to make it in beatings are occupational 
i hazar to be accepted 

n Francisco, His FP i with grim fatality. Pret 

frien e moves often| taken to calling the police 
io: he! .The soiled San Fran- 

io sudioLhe 5 beeh fob ed ciscan Galahad thinks pre- 
wallet, his clothes, his/dominantly through his stereo, his color TV, his/genitals. "Hence, cruising faith). And although hef takes up most of his spare has dabbled in the| time and spare change. If 
drugs it wouldn't be fairnot all. From itch to to label him lethargic -erection to orgasm to 
erhaps gentle to a fault.'shrinkage ... time out     t's not his nature to be--. until the itch begins 

conniving, or deep. ain. A paper cartoon in 
He's unemployed more & Tairied city. 

often than employed, and : 
doubtless has a féw years/to be continued. . . 
of college under” hist 
leath Ty i 
a i. ably be a od BAGL Sets 

  
  

boy, a waiter, a bar- 
tender. A clerk in a small Goals for 
shop or an orderly in a 
hospital. To teach school : oy might be" one Third Year 
foggy ambition (the handi- 
capped?) or to own his : 
own shop. In a large Bay Area gay Libera- 
company he tends to De|tion (BAGL) celebrates its! 
assive “and undemanding; second birthday on Jan. 29 
i oals seldom oland set out its program s A ; 

‘The Gay male (18 to 45) payong being switchboard|for its third year of will more often than not operator or male Operation: 
be half-dressed in faded, secretary. 
torn Levis. He likes flan- 
nel shirts, sweat shirts,|sex, for sex takes up most that can reac 
and patches. He wears|of his time. The he 
much sjlver and likes 
leather (brown or black), 

Develop a clearer 
ocus for Gay organizin He talks largely about hid Affoc 

aunts, the conditions of our lives 
the hunt, the conquests, - in the neighborhoods] 
the raphernalia. = The|where we live, and where 

High boots, FUgEed for rejections, the broken|we work, as well as where 
e some outdoor tra . laborihearts, the unfaithful we play. | 
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ays the pilgrim does|: 
one, probably imported the parks, the  beaches,|: 

atteréed around. the porno bookstores, |: Seldom has he too much those = certain  movie-!; money as there aren't too houses.  Stabbings and 

Black GS Caucus 
Gay, omen's, Black, 863-8239 
Latino, Asian, American Coy Action 
Indian and others. 31-1522 
(5) Move on to those Gey Latino Alliance 
levels of Gay liberation 26-2408 
activity that cannot be Gay Ag srioan Indians   
achieved by business 

    

February Anniversary Sale 

20% off on all 

Movin’ On Jeans 

386-3290 

HAIGHT JEANS 
1756 Haight Street 

CR XX x 

JE 530 3 XE 30 X03 3 RE NR NA MRL AER 

ary 832-0558 
pV { oT 264 14th oakland 

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 

THE ARRIVAL OF 

THE 
OVA EXPRESS 

C re a Wo ANALL GAY REVUE AR Ze, 

IN 
SING A SONG 

CASH-IN ON THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT OF A 
SPECIAL VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY 
AND PREPARE YOURSELVES FOR 

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN ENJOYMENT 

MARA CRON NL MN XM MMMM MIT 
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   ., Sweet Lips Sez 
rr 

Welcome home Tommy EMPRESS XII is a step in 
Seventh Hangin, d you the right direction. 
Lips from A 
Mame, Darcelle 
of Portland 

1 our own Jimm 
inn - are the offici 

hostesses - i 

of Sweet of the Cinch. 
4 thru 6. enjoy Atlanta and Denver 
and Rock - especially the two hunks Sweet Lips 

of I asked you to look up in 
  

been to the Outer Limits 
ain ... so on Valencia lately? Great "Only a hallucinatory imagin- 

    

Interview with Lance Loud 
  

look for a wild, wild week. sounds and lots o ation, capable of dreaming up 
  

by Dick Walters 

"Michelle - My Friends 
Me" - a special Re:- 

formance on Sun ay, 
Feb. 6, at 4PM at Sutter's 
Mill. Doors open at 2PM. 
Tickets available ONLY 
at the Kokpit; the seatin 
is limited. If you haven 
seen this spectacular 
show, join the fun. This 
gromiges to be a fabulous 
ay, or as Michelle would 

say, "Gorgeous as in 
Orchid." 

Have you been to the 
Cafe Biarritz on Broad- 
way for Sunday cham- 
Pagne brunch ... tasty 
and reasonable; besides 
ou can find "Fern" behind 
he bar - working for a 
change ... understand 
you had a pleasant and 
enjoyable day at the Wild 
Goose the other after- Th 
noon, Fern?? How man 
did I hear forced you to do § 
what?? 

Don't forget to vote for 
HERMAN FOR EMPRESS 
XII on Feb. 5 at 
1550 California. After 
you vote, stop upstairs at 
he Andromeda for their 

buffet, etc. See this nice 
new club (if you haven't 
already) and say "Hi" to 
Stark. 

Do you know whom the 
‘novel "The Maltese 

mysterious forces or secret 
societies, can evoke the sin- 
ister capacity of contemporary 
life, the terrible news left out 
by the text books, the powers 
covertly in control.” 

Gene Bell (to be 
ostracized by society 
could well be the greatest 
gift of a lifetime . . . for 
only on the outside can 
one see what the inside is 

How did 
"Cleopatra" at th 
Theater the other 

Tacky Hacky to 
1 - in “vivid, living 

ow come you didn't buy 
that painting the other 

hen i were 
t ? 

Falcon" was dedicated to Wi gwar 
SE. That is correct   Sorry, Willis, about not 

leaving you a 'tip' for the 
fabulous’ omelet the other 
day; but Lillian and Daddy 

ou should never 
HEF ... But 1 

did love the food and your 

Keith Mac, 
ou going to write to 

Sorry that you are 
moving out of the neigh-' 
borhood, but we'll see you 
daily . . . Thank 
Dale and Bob Golovich for 
the use of the P.A. system 
for the T.G. meeting. 

Don't forget the Coro- 
nation and votin 
Saturday - Remember, a| 
vote for HERMAN FOR 

from 4 till 8 
Sally and yours truly will J 

Sweethearts 
Valentine's Day 
the Kokpit with Sweet- 
heart French 75's 
heart canapes an 
Sweetheart 

not those kind o 
A - so come down 

with your sweetheart or 
find one here and join the 
festivities. 

On Wednesday, Feb. 16, 
Daddy Joe Roland of the 
Gangway holds his Annual 
Lithuanian Day 
and wait till you see "the 

when are       
Germany? 

for a letter or a 
rom us for a holi- 

't that be fun 

Seems as if I am 
to have a new neighbor 
underneath me at home - 
Warren of the Q.T. 
ou don't play your stereo 
o loudly, Marvin. 
When in L.A. stop into 

Nail and say 
wight - a hunky 

guy that was just here for 
. He works days 

and will clue you in on 
is happening and 

  

COME UP TO 

“49 WE PROUDLY ENDORSE 

EMPRESS XII 

day. Wouldn 

   
town will be wanting one. by amie 

were desi VOTE FEB. 5! 

    
ave one for me, Daddy 

438A CASTRO STREET 

San Francisco, CA 94114 

PHONE (415) 626-1377 

Have you met 
the Lips new    man, right Kenny Allison.|Besides, the 

He works Saturda 
Tuesday nites; so 
and say "Hi." 

usty Nail is ba 

op by|Remember, Polk St. Sal 
be seen at the *P.S. 

the Cable|from 
Car Awards at 7:30PM on|Saturday. 
Sunday the 6th at the new|served at the bar - and all 

gossip not fit to print 

Luncheon is 

Gay Center -entertain-|the 
ment, booze, etc.     
  

  

  A a A a a 

  

  

391 BROADWAY 
COURTESY VALET DINNER SPECIALS 

FEBRUARY 1977 For reservations 982-0751 

Soup & Salad included with all meals 
NOW OPEN SEVEN (7) DAYS A WEEK « DINNER SERVED FROM 6:00 TO 11:00 P.M 
  

SUNDAY 

"VIVA" and 
Friends 

2:00 - 6100 

THURSDAY SATURDAY WEDNESDAY 

NEW ORLEANS 

  

LAMB 

Ss $4.50 

BEARNAISE BOURGUINNON 

ww 
E
E
R
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NOISETTES 
OF PORK 

$4.50 

LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY 

HASSENPFEFFER 
FLANK STEAK 

8 
i 
i 

13 149 
  

ROAST LEG 

$4.50 
OF VEAL RAGOUT LAMB SHANKS 

CHAMPIGNONS 

  2 oO = 1 WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY 
  

R
R
R
 

CHICKEN 

$4.50   —— 

ARCHIDUC PEPPER STEAK Regular Menu Also Served warcH For skp PY’S NEW DINNER MENU!   27 28 
    

N
N
   We do not repeat our specials during the month. Please let us know if you would like a special repeated or, if you have a favorite dish you would like ut : to serve as a special. Thanks. 

      

by H. Klein 

You'll probably remem- person was 19 and was 
ber Lance Loud as the growing and although it is 
wayward son of the tele- me, i wasn't me "in 
vision series, An memoriam." It was 
American Family," which someone who was trying 
brought cameras into the to experience and experi- 
Loud home, exposing more ment with life and try to 
than anyone could have find a way to fit in to the 
possibly “wanted to know world. asically it all 
about "anybody. Lance boiled down, after the 
achieved "a measure of 
notoriety because he I really wante 
"came out" in the course to have a band. 
of the show and became had a band - I had one in 
an overnight celebrity, California. t 
and a darling of New interested in “doing any- 
York's media-crazed, thing, unfortunately, 

show was over, that what 
d to do was 

I always 

pseudo-chic Gay scene. except for my band. 
And now, two years after B.A.R.: 5 
the initial publicity explo- you came out on TV, in 
sion has settled, Lance is front of millions of view- 

    iY 

in the news again, this 
time as leader of an 
underground N.Y. rock 
band called the Mumps. 
(He decided to be a rock 
n' roll star instead of fol- 
lowing his father's advice 
to take up hairdressing.) 
Recently = the biggest 
underground rock station 
in New York, WNEW/fm - 
their KSAN - named the 
Mumps one of the top ten 
underground bands in the 
City. = That week Loud 
talked with B.A.R. about 
how “the show" has 
affected his life and about 
what he's been doing since 
it ended. 

LOUD: That series was 
an incidental thing to my 
mind, yet it turned out to 
be the most important 
thing to everybody else. I 
had to - not really live it 
down - but I didn't want to 
live it UP at all. I didn't 
want to capitalize on the 
fame of a TV series and 
on the fame of myself 
because of my personal 
life. I didn't want to be 
known for being just a 
pefsonal figure from a 
television show. I was too 
interested in the 'me' I 
keep thinking that every- 
body else should see. 
B.A.R.: Are you a differ- 
ent 'me' than the one that 
came across on the tube? 
LOUD: No; it's not a 
different me, but that 

Lance tells Howie Klein of his life since his coming outon TV. 

    

   
        

ers, given you diffi- 
culties? 
LOUD: I'm sure it will. 
B.A.R.: It hasn't yet? 
LOUD: No. Because a) I 
never came out. I never 
said I was Gay. I wore 
blue lipstick so it musta 
seemed pretty obvious. 
But I never talked about 
homosexuality. The pro- 
ducer needed to have pub- 
Heity for the show so he 
decided to push that. And 
eople went crazy over 

Phat, I never said I was 
Gay. I never did anything 
- except I did wear li 

hi 1 stick. I actually thoug] 
was being incredibly 
original. And I didn't see 
it as feminine and I didn't 
see myself as feminine. B 
This was pre-Bowie and 
pre-Alice Cooper. For me 
- in Santa Barbara - I 
really thought I was just 
SO original. Silly; but it 
was cute. I like t kind 
of blind faith in your cre- 
ative resources, especiall 
when you're young an 
dumb. = So the producer 
put all this stuff out say- 
in, at Lat aid 
suddenly, like o 
say SOMETHING. I 
thought, 'Well, I can't say 
no, cause I do have sex 
with boys and I never 
want to pretend I'm some- 
thing that I'm not.' It was 
retty terrible. I keep 

fhinkin that it is going to 
be really awful in the 

I just am not 

Has the fact that 

        

I didn't put any big 
stake thinking it was so 

E bad or so good to go to 
bed with boys. It didn't 
seem to be the most 
important thing. on the 
menu each day. There are 
other things you have to 
achieve. : 

I was basically out for 
thrills. I didn't care 
where or who. I mean, 
was lower than low; I'd do 
anything. I was a real 
swinger. Then I tried to 
become a hippie, but I 
couldn't stand it because 
all they ate was rice and 

going to start pinning me 
as a 'gay spirit" and that 
really made me upset. 
Why should it be so impor- 
tant? = Why should sexu- 
ality be one of the main 
interests in _people? I 
think that I'm probably 
much better at talling 
than I am at having sex. 
think the main interest is 
to leave a good ng 
sion. That's the only thing ¥ 
I can imagine people are 
on this earth for - to! 
impress other people. 
Give something at 
people can react off of; 
Bs a few ideas; give a 
ew new angles on life, 

styles and looks. Just 
aspire to something other 
than the norm. 

And, b) I don't have any 
sort of Gay life anymore. 
I don't have a straight 
life. All I do is go to the 
'Y' and swim. I go home, 
make dinner and then BS 
to rehearsal. That's ALL I 
do. 
B.A.R.: Hmmm ... the 
'Y' is a pretty Gay place, 
isn't it? 
LOUD: (Giggles) Not the 
one I go to. I have a 
friend, a close friend, who 
is my roommate - just 
friends; separate bed- 
rooms - and I find that 
that is such a satisfying 
fRIationship We just talk. 
He's straight. 

"* B.A.R.: Are you sayin 
that you're ‘non-sexua 
now? 
LOUD: Well, yeah. Not 
forced though, but not by 
choice. Sooner or later, 
like, there has to be 
something else that you're 
going to do besides decide 
what you wanna have sex 
with. People were always 
asking me about homo- 
sexuality and I said, 'T 
can't stand liberation. I 
hate it that Reople be- 
come liberate ecause 
then they become uninter- 
esting and then they start 
thinking that sex is the 
most important thing, I 
think everybody should go 
back in the closet. I think 
private lives and secrets 
are best.’ : 
.A.R.: And now youre 

back in the EuSlc eye 
again, with the Mumps. 
Are all the Mune from 
Santa Barbara like you 
and Kristian? : 
LOUD: No, but no one is 
from N.Y. We have a boy, 
Kevin Kiley, who's on bass 
and he's 18 and from 
Boston. And we have 
Toby Dupree, who's 23, 
from Washington, D.C. 
We're all from broken 
homes. I've been trying to 
find some mdsriving 
aspect of the band tha 
makes us all alike and it 
really is like we're lost 
little sheep. We are little 
sheep who have lost their 
way, all from broken 

homes; all kids who were smart. We have a new 
never really popular; all son 
eople who” were kind of called 
oners - and not artistic Clean. 
bad-ass guys; just kinda ! 
clumsy and outa step with ished recordin 

And for a compila 

we just fin- 
8 two gongs 

reality and stuff. ! ion LP. It 
Kristian Hoffman might 

and I, who've been friends Warner Brothers. 
school, 'cause songs called 'You Gotta 

se could talk to Be 
either of us ... Kristian Love 
was too smart and I was called 'Dutchboy.’ 

don't know. 
What was I? I wore wire- minded 

You Wanna 

gotten ‘so single- 
in my pu 

frame glasses and that Dedication is such a fatal 
meant you were an instant thing. ) 
war objector, and all the It kills me. I wish 

ys would vague J 
lus every- freewheelin 

as afraid of spirited as 

big football 
soy sauce. Then the beat 
series came out and I bod € was a long 
realized that people were sn 

  
photo by H. Klein 

I hate growing to 
1 love somethin 
_ and even thou ! 
people don't understand it 
and 'Oh, God, it might not 

wasting all 

through with it. 
being addicted. . 

  

The new rock sensation, Lance Loud. 

started getting good. 
started taking singing les 
sons. Ising and write, but 

ay any instru- 

Kristian and 
them out on 

i Elton and 
Are you and 

Kristian lovers? 
LOUD: Oh, no, no. We've 
always been 'best friends. 
There's a whole new asex- 

Meanwhile, the Mumps 
are getting a lot of media 

mainly because 
reputation and 

name-recognition with the 
mass media. They hope to 
have commercial pop hits; 
they have no interest in 

underground. 
ors have it, in fact, 

that Jack Ford, 
media creation, may be 

umps™ for 

because it's safe y 
have any sexuality movin 
between any 

for ~ fights a 
unless you're 

can get alon 
That's what I wel 

was. I mean, I'm not too 

WHOLESALE RESOURCE 
IS PLEASED TO HAVE SUPPLIED ______ 

  

  

      
LINENS/FURNISHINGS/CARPETING/DRAPERIES AND GLASSWARE 

JERRY GELLER 

98 LAFAYETTE STREET / SAN FRANCISCO 

CALIFORNIA 94103 / PHONE (415) 861-6177 
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making a nice donation. Finally, "I can't over- Remember ... your one 
Pollawing all the activi- amphasize the importance vote just might mean the Imperator et Rex 

x ties of Coronation Day 5f each vote for Empress election! : : A === nd the Ball at the XII. The three candidates A Cabinet meeting is 
Galleria on Saturday night have worked untiringly for planned for the very near 
will be a Gamecock this office, and they are Ruture, and we intend to 

on you ... the come up with new, worthy Court-hosted open brunch counti h 

San Fran- projects which we hope 
” at the *P.S. Restaurant on Gay we Fa o 

Sunday from 10:00 until cisco. d you! will include the new by Hector 3:00. We look forward to Soria wn iy Yom Em ress and we are all 

Tattoo Lagoon 
seeing many of you there. 11:00am until 7:00pm this looking forward to eight 

00pm through midnight. 
from roa Nooll. to 6:00 thn Saturday at the Nob Hill more onthe of an excit- 

unda eb. 1s 4 ia. i i hogy i of SLR. Winter Fair 8 Ee Mall, 1550 California. ing reign 

° °® Imperial Chit Chat 

Coronation 1977 

by Flame 

  

HE Welcome to Empress 
Try Goronation Week '7 .. 3 

py ur of activities has We 
} four in progress for the crowd, an if you've Gay Center, followed by past few days, and there always had something you the Cable Car Awards i 1s much more before the wanted to say to Flame Doors open at 6:30 and Coronation ceremonies on but didn't dare ... to- the awards show will Saturday. Feb. 3 (tonight) night's the night! A $2.00 hesin at 7:30. Voting for the Gamecock Court will donation will” benefit the Cable Car Awards will be host a tribute (roasting) of Gay Center, and the cut off promptly at 7:30. ne Empress Flame at the Tattoo Lagoon is also Emperor Cramer 

looks forward to another 

  

  

  

| 

h! 
great Cable Car Award fry 
success! hy 

The Gamecock Court b ) 0 still has available raffle   

tickets for a free trip to As your Empress it Empress can be caused by the Seattle Coronation seems appropriate to out- lack of financial responsi- Ball. A $1.00 donation line for your information bility. buys an opportunity for a what I feel to be basic and Finally, I would expect round-trip air-fare ticket minimum requirements the Empress to work with 

In Castro Village 

4148 18th Street 
Hii . en Sundays San Francisco, CA 94114 | to Seattle plus - private for an Empress de San the Imperial Privy Coun- ! Op 11-4 y (415) 861-2151 hotel accommodations and Francisco. 2 have been cil. The Privy Cunci) is a free ticket to the Ball. asked to release this not an organization to tell You'll be seei 9, Joss of statement to clarify in the Empress what she can \ tickets around week- your minds what =the and cannot do, but to ) end and the Gamecock office entails. It is done advise her, to help her and N! Court appreciates your in general terms with offer the experience of support. : complete impartiality past Empresses and title pngratulations jo the towards the candidaies olders. x x x ; 

new members o € Now aspirin to this i i ij - Council of Emperors, office. tii a hope His wi Pl ” 
Wally _ Rutherfor an * x x fo what an Emmy ress should H R Mike Gerena! We look I t. fi £ b d al og 9 t * mmyforward to several years . oqiiRec" iy make up your mind which ; =X excitement and COOper- coif and ‘to the commu- candidate’you feel is most 

. ond ee 2d wishes nopedible” is: worthy of candidate on Saturday. 
# J Empress 2 s Francisco, Flame. 

    

   
   

  

   

    

    

   

  

   

  

    

ation with both of you. : sat Sf: \ nity. The dictio ualified. Then ou I would like to ‘express is of the ww should VOTE for yoo     
    

  

   

    

        

   

love gio belief, believable. Saturday night amid all 
F1 an Next I expect complete the pomp and pageantry Rr oaroy ame, aM€ community involvement in Of &. oronation nd ville Re Ng Year our many projects which unequalled in this city and aan Pils ess Oo say, one are ine - con- dedicated to the city and os an Empress coald tributing of self to pro- people of San Francisco, I 1 wish for. Shes a Mote, interest and help by will relinquish my throne POIs! ly + She 1s a actions, word or ie in to the twelfth Empress. brilliant personality, a those things which will Mey she reigh in peace colorful individual = and benefit us 3 an wl ! continually surrounded by Unless an Empress has give her all the help and well-wishers, close the trust and respect of love you gave me durin personal friends and the people, she can be a my reign. She will need enthusiastic supporters. most ineffectual leader. all of you behind her Rarely does one say "no" I, therefore, expect trust. throughout her reign in to Empress Flame. Loyalty to the City and order to make it success- because they fear her, but County of San Francisco, ful and enjoyable. because they love her, and to the ideals and aims of Thank you all for your no human being alive the constitution of the love 

      

   

   

      

   

  

   

    

    

and” support durin, 

   

    

y 
could want for more. office, and loyalty to the this past year, maki i A Empress Flame is Stepping Tavern Guild’ which she one Ra e ‘most ae 4d i 
down, but she is my first serves as hostess are most ra eous, fantastic wife and she shall never important. Working fabulous and wonderful | 
have a divorce. Her step- together, great things can years of my life. Thank ping down does not mean be accomplished. ou all for making it so! I she” will no longer be Today's Empress must love you and will continue inanc around . . . and she will be have i responsi- to do my best to wo the first one to agree. bility. There must be no and support the ar Flame, we need you, we instance where a blemish munity of San Francisco love you, and we willon the character of our which I love so much. never let you gol 

The Gamecock Court is 
looking forward to a close 
working relationship with 
the new Empress ... 
Shomever she may bel 

      

Include 10% postage & handling. California residents add local sales tax. 
All major credit cards accepted. Include account number & expiration date. 

Leather Forever, 1738 Polk Street, San Francisco 94109 
(415) 885-5773 

     

   
       

    
  

. "To be nobody-but-yourself — in which today is doing its Pest, night BA make you Syerybody else — means to fight the Cc hardest battle whi any human being can fight; 

A CALIFORNIA ICE SERVICE 
ur d is extended to and never stop fighting. 24 HOUR <REe DELIVERY SERVICE ou, and I know we will -e. e. 
Tork in harmony through- $+ CUBES 
  

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 

“FOR THAT EMERGENCY SERVICE” 3 Sette LLL Lee ILLLLLLy: Pees ITLsLey: ses st ass ssa assy: 3002s TLL eee 22383332283: Tries IT 

PHONE : 

285 6785 .- 285 6786 
J FOR ICE AROUND THE CLOCK 

  

  

  

  

! Subscription : PARTY ICE « BARICE « CUBLETS « DICE ICE : 

SPECIALIZING INORY ICE 8 From one Gay to another . . . How About? i : yz... # ] SERVICING SAN FRANCISCO, NORTHERN SAN MATEO COUNTY . 3 
ik : AND SOUTHERN MARIN COUNTY 13 Issues $ 6.00 Name 

| 
(k RADIO DISPATCHED AND CONTROLLED 26 Issues $10.00 id 
h TRUCKS FOR FASTER SERVICE!!! ress 

PICK UP SERVICE AT 125 BARNEVELD 52 Issues $17.00 City Zip     

   REE 
S
e
 

  

Points South, 
East & North 
  

  

Hello, hello, hello! 
Well, it's good to be back 
in the swing. Three weeks 
of skiing In New Mexico 
(and all” the bars 'tween 
here 'n' there) left me 
relaxed and happy. But 
now I am back in my usual 
rotten mood. 

I am disturbed that my 
brothers and sisters, 
specifically those in the 
FAS. T.B.A.Y. Ass'n, used 
the recent Muscular 
Dystrophy Auction to stir 

unwarranted up crap. 
Let's get down to a few 
facts. Fact #1. It took a 
long time to get a finan- 
cial report because some 
of us who purchased items 
at the auction wrote bad 
checks. These checks had 
to be redeposited, some- 
times twice, before the 
were honored. Fact #Z. 
ANY person who wished 
to gu a receipt for his 
urchase needed merely 
o ask Jack, or any person 

at the Turf Club, and he 
would have been provided 
one. 

elaborate steps to ensure 
everything was on the up 
and "up. For example, 
NONE of his employees or 
himself handled” the 
money at the auction. 
Lou Greene handled it and 
kept an accurate record; 
the monies were then 
deposited in a special 
account set up for the 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Auction. Finally. Anyone 

Those who know. 
Jack know that he took 6'5 

by Gene Earl 

who wanted to check out 
the long, involved process 
of getting a financial 
report and the turning 
over of the $2,020.75 col- 
lected, need only to have 
called the Chairman of 
the Muscular Dystrophy 
Ass'n in Hayward, whose 
name is_in bold print in 
the Hayward Phone 
Directory.” It is sad that 
slurs were made against 
Jack, Eddie Paulson, or 
employees of the Turf 
Club. "It bothers me that 
some have nothing better 
to do than create shit 
without checkin their 
facts; but then guess 
that's part of life - Ory or 
straight. If you want to 
make a name for yourself 
and exercise your own 
jealous nature, all you do 
1s accuse others, creating 
a fire where there is none. 
Nuff said? 

If you want to dance in 
Hayward, the place to go 
is the Chandelier - a large 
crowd, good music, and as 
long as you are not over 

tall bw won't bump 
our head on the chan- 
elier. 
Hans' in Oakland cele- 

brates his fifth anniver- 
sary on Feb. 13 with ANY 
DRINK in the house for 50 
cents at special times 
during the day. If you 
have not had dinner or 
brunch there lately, fry it; 
their chef puts out food 
You would not believe. I 
on't think you will find 

  

     

Combo: Parted on left 

Whatever you did with your 
natural hair, you can do with 
Headstart's Combo. Probably 
more. 

Created by hair designers 
Barris & Zervoulei. the Combo 
is the first stretch wig designed 
to comb in any direction. It can 

You can see it today at: 

HAIR-2 
166 Geary — Suite 1505 

San Francisco, CA 94108   

   
Only Headstarts Combo 

gives you all the styling possibilities 

  

brushed-back 

Call 415 - 397-6702 |", 

f 

\ Fa 
“parted on right 

  

be parted anywhere. Brushed 

forward or back, or no part at 

all. It can even be cut for a more 
traditional look 

But the greatest part is the 
difference you'll see in yourself. 

elura. 
Monsanto 

HEADS TART |) 
HAIR FOR MEN 3 

  

HEADSTART HAIR FOR MEN INC NEW YORK 
  

Call or Send for Brochure 

HAIR-2 
166 Geary St.—Suite 1505 
San Francisco, California 94108 

Name: omen 

Address: 

      Phone No. 
  

better anywhere in the The Grand O ening winners. The bus trip to East Bay. Reception at The Water- the Brave Bull from the . On Feb. 13, The Answer garden, San Jose's only Turf Club in Hayward has in Redwood City will host bath house and private t il another action-filled membership club, ‘was a cancelled L ar Jockey Shorts Contest. smash. The official Grand announcern Te t oF This place gets some of Opening is slated for the bus xn as an 20 the nicest bods around. Feb. 4 "at midnight, the rescheduled Pp. Ww ® On Feb. 19 the Whiskey witching hour. The : Gulch Saloon gets into the Watergarden is located at 
Mardi Gras spirit with a 1010 The Alameda, close 
hangup affair and on the to The Manhole and 641 27th The Savoy in Cuper- Club as well as Park All technology has tino will also have a Mardi Street Station and The | the propetiy :® the Gras. Check for details. Sundown and across the | Midas touch; when- 

The 1st Anniversary street from the Oak | ever a sostety Seve): 
Party at the Desperados Room, which serves din- | OPS ee ir Ag o1 
was ‘a smashing success. ners and lunches and has a | itself, F 0 er une 
Two stands were built for cordial mixed crowd. tions of that society 
the go-go dancers, one of Lenny at the Crystal 
whom was a particular has a beautiful afghan 
knockout; and the place hound to give away to a 
was packed all evening. good home - a fantastic 
John = the cordial, hot do Phone 255-4424 for 
owner knows how to do information. 

tend to be trans- 
muted to accommo- 
date that new form. 
Once any new tech- 
nology penetrates a 
society, it saturates 

things up right. To culmi- _ My apologies to the | every institution of 
nate the festivities, the Brave Bull in Modesto. | that Society: 
crowd tore down the The man that makes my | Marshall McLuhan     stands, probably to get at stats lost the pictures of | 
the dancers. “All had a the jockey shorts contest 
fantastic time. 

Good times 

and bum times, 
We've seen them all 

and, my dear 
The V.I.P. is still here 
We've been through 

Club David, Harlequin and 99. 

Saw the end of Calvin’s, Driftwood, 
Black Cat and Gandy Dance. 
Asked where's the Sunnyside, 

Pearl’s, Jade Room and Mr. “T’s”. 

Had drinks at the Happy Budda, 
Copper Kettle, Hourglass and 

Stage Coach. We've said hello 
to Paul’s, Rough Rider, the Trapp. 
But my dear’s, V.1.P’s still here. 
We've run the gamut, A to Z. 

Three cheers and damit, 
C'est la Vie. 

We got through 
all of last year. 

Look who's still here, 
the Reno V.I.P. 

     

      
    
     

  

                
    
            
    
              
         
     

  

    
WIT RENO nw QQ 

Announces it’s 11th 

“We're Still Here” 
Anniversary Party 

Sat. Feb. 12th, 1977 10pm to ?am 
Free Hors d’oeuvre & champaign 

Entertainment! « Two shows * 11:30pm & 1:30am 
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News From England The London 
EE e— Seone 

by John Williamson o: 
Try a Smile & Say Hello 

SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PE™ : > : : : : The London Gay scene SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE re leaves much to be desired 

& and before you land at 
Heathrow Airport, forget 
that you are from San 
Francisco and try to 
relax. The bars in London 

~ Close at 1lpm but allow 
you ten minutes "drinkin 

- 1 
KITTEN 

  
  

up time." In the West En 
# the best pub is still the 
SALISBU in St. 

semi-theatrical 
and good for pre-theatre 

= drinks or after nine in the 
& evening when there's 
3 always an interestin 
¥ crowd. The cold buffet is 
good and the Scotch beef 
well prepared. A few 
streets away in Maiden 
Lane the BEDFORD 

J HEAD is the meetin 
= Discs (on Tuesdays, Thurs- 
4 ays and Saturdays) for 
«» the London M.S.C. 

if you arrive with all the 
ear and you're a new 
ace, chances are you'll be 
allowed downstairs. 

~ friendly bar, and 

v be whisked away into the 
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SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PE depending on ‘the 
SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PETS SERRAMONTE PE’ council. 

    
  

  

  

  

  
Our staff of competent professional 

Real Estate Brokers and Salespeople is the 

finest in the city. We have a well-earned 

reputation of reliability, integrity, 

friendliness, cooperation and skill . . . 

and we render our services with the highest 

standards of our profession. 

Look around you . .. the Columbia sign 

is becoming another famous San Francisco landmark! 

COLUMBIA REALTY OF S. F., INC., 2217 MARKET STREET . SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, 94114. 626-6657   
36 \ 
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You fee, ‘ 
Z have to be a member, but there's 

It's a i 
an fifty cents to enter. 

© American accent will soon can dance the night away 

A few tube stations 
awa at Earls Court 
you'll find the BOLTONS 
and the COLEHERNE. 
The BOLTONS does swin 
on the weekends. bu 
weekdays you'll find a few 
"living ~ wrinkles" about. 
Across the road, the 
COLEHERNE will greet 
you at both entrances, one 
all leathery and one 
standard. Not a too 
friendly crowd there, but 

again, an American 
accent and a smile may 
prove useful, and there 
are a few groovy numbers 
about - “all ‘available. 

in' i is. a After eleven in the eve- 
Mering Lane Wi hs ning the sidewalk outside 

a last minute 
make our mind up" 

time, but be warned, the 
olice are always around 

ou all on your 
way. ocal residents 
ave complained and 

several hassles with the 
law have occurred these 
ast few months, with 
some prosecutions. How- 
ever, if you fancy a cof- 

round the corner 
the CATA- 

OOMBS which stays 
open until 3am. You can 
have coke as well, but no 
liquor and it'll cost Jou 

ou 

becomes 

0 move 

and find something to 
\ © night. This is London's Fesh you warm, if you're 

answer to the BOLT, in the mood. 
SERRAMONTE PETS RAMROD, etc. On occa- In Notting Hill you can 

= sions the M.S.C. have Visit the CHAMPIONS 
99 Serramonte Center, Daly City Zsmashing get-togethers which is a rather pleasant ob =0¢ I 

992-7890 Be aida ‘may apply; the road at Marble Arch, 
oca ou must see London's 

wrinkle room, where the 
average age is about 
seventy-five. The CITY 
OF EBEC does get 
interestin visitors, 
though, v5 often seem to 
have lost their way. 

The club scene has 
improved over the last 
few years, and the No. 1 
"in" "place is certain] 
NAPOLEONS which you' 
find off New Bond Street. 
Temporary membership is 
available "at about $5.00 
and drinks are about 
$1.50. (All. liquor is 
measured, and shots are 
extra, being bought sepa- 
rately in a small bottle.) 
It's an elegant club and 
terribly dressy, although 
the occasional Beauty 
does appear. Open unti 
3am, it has good music 
but a small dance floor. 
On Mondays only, BANGS 
disco swings and is the 
nearest place to L.A.'s 
STUDIO ONE. Wear all 
you want here, as the guys 
are groovy and ver 
together. "A good night 
out and entrance is about 
two dollars. The A AND 
B club in Soho is also 
opular, and with your 
road American accent, 

you'll probably walk in 
without a hustle. Here, 
it's pub hours so arrive 
before 10:15. In Covent 
Garden ou'll find 
MANDYS which is almost 
identical to NAPOLEONS 
and again, very dressy. 

Saturday on the King's 
Road is a must, and on 
on this day is the MARK- 
HAM ARMS taken over by 
the Gay set. It's a bit like 
Polk Street really, but 
well worth a troll.” 
You'll find all types at the 
MARKHAM but watch the 
time, as at three in the 
afternoon the bars close. 
You have been warned! 
Down the road look for 
the GIGOLO coffee bar, 

Y Francisco wil 

but only after 11pm. The 
inside will seem familiar, 
especially at the back 
where it actually half 
happens. ] 

unday lunch is also 
uite special, and two 
elgravia pubs go Gay at 

lunchtime only; these are 
the PIG AND WHISTLE 
and, across the street, the 
HORSE AND GROOM. 
Here you'll find some 
beauties and very fashion- 
minded people who arrive 
in Rolls Royces or even on 
bikes. = On Sundays the 
pubs close at two ‘in the 
afternoon. cross town, 
the BLACK CAP plays 
host to a crowded bar, and 
Marc Fleming, the resi- 
dent evil drag queen, will 
send you up harshly. This 
is well worth the effort, 
but arrive before one or 
youll just about be out on 
he sidewalk. 
Although off the beaten 

track, Hampstead is worth 
a visit. The WILLIAM is 
the only Gay pub. In 
summer, the garden is 
open and the scenery is 
most attractive. A ten 
minute walk up to the 
HEATH will bring you into 
fantasyland as here it 
really does all happen - 
weather, of course, per- 
mitting. Behind the ih 
JACK STRAW'S CASTLE, 
follow the stream of 
people and you won't go 
wrong. In the bushes and 
beneath the trees you can 
do your own thing ‘and it's 
almost safe, apart from 
an occasional visit from 
the police, who can only 
touch the outside areas 
due to the size of the 
actual heath. Nighttime 
is best after ten and on 
Sunday afternoon, if the 
sun decides to come out. 
. There are NO Gay tubs 
in London; and although a 
few are popular, you'll be 
asked to leave if caught 
touching something you 
shouldn be. (The 
STRAND sauna and the 
ST. MARTIN'S LANE are 
two which come to mind. 

In all, London doesn't 
really swing and the 
British are not as open or 
as friendly as the West 
Coast Americans. The 
police control the scene 
and tea houses are out of 
bounds and frequently 
raided. If you want a 
decent list of pubs outside 

the West End, the 
London Gay News has all 
of them listed and a 
switchboard will be able 
to put you right, if need 

be. Who knows, the 
extreme change from San 

meet with 
your approval and you'll 
maybe fall in love with a 
lovely Englishman 
they do exist. 

«oo . 

  

"My first 
(on how NOT to grow 
old) would be to 
choose your ancestors 
carefully." Bertrand 
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Societ (Los Angeles, |lished. 
1530) or an interview: i 
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DISCO MUSIC 

py an intimate account of 
the infamous "Boys of 
Boise" is is 

Gay Center 
episode. 
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IN THE U.S.A. Edited by reader can leisurely dip at McCarthy witch hunt era|330 Grove 

Thomas Y. 
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bound Edition - $20.00; Paper- | Jefferson 

Jonathan Katz. 
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whether a 

appear. ; 
start looms in the form o 
"A Gay American 
tory." 
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libraries, Jonathan 
proves such 

tion. 

"Roots" 
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wonder called 
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colored "Roots" will ever such a 
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research 
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can dazzle the imagina- Bessie Smith, c 
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about 
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literary 
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After digging in to male dancing on 
frontier (pictures are 

Katz included). 

sess a root canal of narra- sexual love life. 
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such vitality and discord 
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to close this discussion 
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| San Francisco 

EJBY Rebuilders 
CUSTOM REMODELING 

(Specializing in Hot Tubs) 626-1763 

      how from Walt 

Accordin to 
"Whitman optimis-, 

) by tically suggests that even 
before the bicentennial 
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a|that is now undreamed of ; 
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SERVED WITH CHAMPAGNE, HASH BROWNS, AND HOMEMADE POPOVERS Oo 

for (1871). 

      
  

EGGS ANY STYLE 
(CHOICE OF HAM, BACON, or SAUSAGE) 

CHEESE OMELETTE, . .... coco imme vn inner sin MUSHROOM OMELETTE 
DENVEROMELETTE....... ..covncnerins CHEF'S SPECIAL OF THE DAY 

2.49 
RANCH BREAKFAST 

(HAM, BACON, SAUSAGE AND THREE EGGS) 

EGGS BENEDICT 

HASH AND EGGS 

QUICHE LORRAINE 

4.89 
NEW YORK STEAK AND EGGS 
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lies would be appreci~- g 1. R. Winter Carnival 
os Paperbacks would SLR. - 6:00 ? 

be most welcome! Cable Car Awards, 6:00 

Thurs., Feb. 3 Karate Class, 5:30 
TT ee Yoga, 7:30 

English Country Folk Gay Action, 7:30 
Dancers, 7:30 
S.F. Women's Chorus, 7:00 Wed., Feb. 9 

Karate Class, 5:30 Fri., Feb. 4 Community Center Com- 
Gay Freedom Day Com- [ittee, 8: ; 
mittee, 8:00 Gay Narcotics Anony- 

Sun., Feb. 6 THOUS 3° 

      

   

      

   

  

[2S 
Pa 

Pa DRAFT BEER 
al 3 p. 5¢ 4 to 10 

i YY ANTI 
[= 10 fo 2 

Thurs., Feb. 10 

S.F. Women's Chorus, 7:00 
English Country ~ Folk 
Dancers, 7:30 

Fri., Feb. 11 

Gay Freedom Day Com- 
mittee, 8:00 

Mon. Feb. 14 

Karate Class, 5:30 
Yoga, 7:30 
Alice B. Toklas Demo- 
cratic Club, 7:30 3 
Richard Heakin Memorial 
Butterfly Brigade, 7:30 

Tues., Feb. 15 

S.F. Gay Democratic 
Club, 7:30 

Wed., Feb. 16 

Community Center Com- 
mittee 8:00 ; 
Gay Narcotics Anony- 
mous, 8:30 
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SAN JOSE IS FINALLY GETTING 
IT'S ACT TOGETHER. 
THE BATHS ARE HERE.    

     

      [= 

  
  

OPENING FEBRUARY 4th MIDNIGHT 
  

  

a private membership club 

1010 THE ALAMEDA SAN JOSE      
dhe Watergarden 

275-1215    
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I was receiving the 

B.A.R. for about a year. 
and all of a sudden it 
stopped Somingy and I 
would like to ow if 1 
could at least get it until 
April of 1977. You see, I 
am epileptic and I can't 
work so I don't have the 
funds to spend for any 
kind of thing, plus I am a 
Gay prisoner. don't have 
anyone out here in Cali- 
fornia and my family 
won't send me’ anything 
either. 

Very truly yours. 

David T. Smith, B64671 
P.O. Box A-E-D-7-7180 
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 
93409 
  

Editor: 

I would like for you to 
rint my ad in your paper. 

you in advance for 
A your service. 

N SEEKING 
CORRESPONDENCE 

I would like to correspond 
with anyone who is lonely 
and in need of affection 
and understanding and 
posSible love. I am 28 
years of age, Sagittarius 
with Scorpio moon and 

Aries ascendant. 

Duane P. Harris (S.0.C.F.) 
138632 Memphis Road 
Lucasville, Ohio 45648 

Editor: 

I {fully support your 
recent editori Ia support 
of giving Proposition T a 
chance. The measure was 
passed by the voters and 
should ‘be given the 
chance to be judged on its 
merits rather than 
repealed before it can 
even be tried. It is dis- 
graceful that Mr. Dauer 
and the Chamber are 
involved in this effort to 
continue control over the 
board, and I have so 
stated to him and the 
Chamber. From the 500 
or so voters (broad-spec- 
trum) that I have talked 
with from District 5, I'd 

ess that their Bite 
o overturn "T" will back- 

fire on them, but I would 
imagine that the Sunset 
and Richmond Districts 
will be hit with a continu- 
ous barrage of anti-"T 
scare literature in order 
to get block votes to 
repeal it. Keep up the 
good work. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Earnshaw 
  

The Jesuit Province of 
New York has barred the 
ordination of a candidate 
for the priesthood because 
he is a homosexual, the NEW YORK TIMES re- 
ported last Sunday Over 
a 13-year period the can- 
didate for the priesthood, 
Thomas Sweetin, has 
otherwise completed all 
the Heogssary require- 
ments to be ordained. 

Sweetin told the TIMES 
that he was Gay but 
stated that he had never 
been sexually active. He 
also charged that the 
order had been guilty of 
"pure harassment"  be- 
cause he was never told 
why he could not be or- 
dained during a period 
extending over the past 
few years. Sweetin said 
that his difficulties began 
three years ago when his 
superior was informed 
that Sweetin occasionally 
visited Gay bars. After 
being grilled by the 
superior, Sweetin says 
that he was ordered to see 
a psychiatrist who found 
that "the whole Gay thing 
shouldn't be a reason for 
withholding ordination." 

Sweetin was then sent 
on a month-long retreat! 
where his spiritual direc- 
tor "kept hammering away 
at the whole Gay ques- 
tion." Sweetin "asserts 

  

Jesuits Bar Ordination of Gay 
meet other Gays; espe- 
cially Jesuits." hile his 
ordination was held up, he 
later spent six months at 
a clinical pastoral educa- 
tion program in Lowell, 
Mass., and parish work at 
Xavier Church in 
Manhattan. 

. Rev. Albert Bartlett, 
vice principal for priestly 
peparation for the New 
ork Jesuit Province, told 

the TIMES that it was 
unusual to refuse to grant 
ordination in the final 
stages except for "reasons 
of health" which include 
Stability of both mind 

and body." "Homosexu- 
ality," says Rev. Bartlett, 
involves "complex issues 
for the Church and he 
emphasized that, "There 
1s no consensus in the 
Church about the direc- 
tion we should take." 

Fr. Bartlett noted that 
Gay people are "difficult 
to exclude once they are 
full-fledged members of 
the order." 

According to candidate 
Sweetin, the issue in his 
case 1s not sexual activity 
itself. "The issue is that 
I'm Gay and I feel very 
ood about it - if you say 
at, it nullifies anything 

else ood about ~ your 
character so far as’ the 
Church is concerned." 

- Gay Community News 
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JOIN THE TEAM 
AT 

OIL CAN HARRY'S 
AND 

GROW WITH US 

a 

Exciting New Sound System 

Fantastic Light Show 

San Francisco's Largest Dance Floor 

7 (Watch for our 6-Month Anniversary Specials) 

742 q A 
709 LARKIN at Ellis 928-9660   
 


